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20th CENTURY EUROPE: INCLUSIONS/EXCLUSIONS
Gender, Ethnicity, Class and Age

Welcome to the Conference of the European Sociological Association.

We shall be examining continuing processes of inclusion and exclusion at the end of the millennium, and the contributions by sociologists to understanding new developments in Europe. Increased integration in the West related to the revitalised project of the European Union, as well as the fall of the wall between East and West create new possibilities and opportunities; while social exclusion linked to class, gender, ethnic and age related inequalities pose new challenges for interpretation and analysis.

The renewed pace of globalisation positions Europe differently in the global system with complex consequences. New European institutions, including the European Union, seek to address these new concerns, themselves generating unintended consequences.

The conference will consider whether concepts of ‘social exclusion’ help to analyse new and old inequalities and the interconnections between work, welfare and citizenship or whether re-visiting classical theory is a more creative route.

This is the third Conference of European Sociology, following on from those in Vienna in 1992 and Budapest in 1995, where over 600 sociologists from over 30 countries participated. The European Sociological Association was formally established at the conference in Budapest and has over 600 members.

The ESA is both a traditional organisation organising face-to-face conferences, as well as a ‘virtual society’ of sociologists via its email discussions. We have a set of research networks which we expect will grow as a result of discussion in working groups during the conference.

We hope that you will find the conference a creative intellectual space and join us in the future.

Sylvia Walby
President
European Sociological Association
WELCOME FROM THE ESA-UNIVERSITY OF ESSEX
LOCAL CONFERENCE COMMITTEE

WELCOME to the Third Conference of the European Sociological Conference, and to the University of Essex.

The theme for this year’s conference, “Inclusion/Exclusion” reflects issues of increasing concern in Europe, and represents a dominant interest among both academics and policy makers in the 1990s. It is also a theme which is at the core of teaching and research activities in the Department of Sociology at Essex. We hope the conference will contribute to both its conceptual clarification and empirical documentation, and generate many productive debates within European sociology.

We are expecting 700 delegates to the conference. Most of you will be housed in the ‘Houses’ - the newest accommodation at Essex. The Essex campus is a product of the 1960s, and although it initially looks like a concrete maze, once you get used to the idea that most of the teaching rooms are built out from the five Squares - with Square 5 being the furthest from the front of the building (and containing the Library, Bookshop and Theatre), you will soon find your way around. There will be student helpers to guide you.

We hope you have a stimulating and enjoyable conference. Please forgive our inevitable errors in the Programme and book of Abstracts.

Joan Busfield, Stina Lyon, Lydia Morris, Carlo Ruzza, John Scott, Nigel South.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Times</th>
<th>Tuesday 26 August Day 0</th>
<th>Wednesday 27 August Day 1</th>
<th>Thursday 28 August Day 2</th>
<th>Friday 29 August Day 3</th>
<th>Saturday 30 August Day 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9.00-10.15</td>
<td>REGISTRATION - LTB Foyer</td>
<td>PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS - LT</td>
<td>PLENARY - LTB 6 &quot;Citizenship&quot;</td>
<td>WORKING SESSION 6 Streams and Research Networks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Convenors Meeting - 5A 106</td>
<td>6 Sylvia Walby</td>
<td>Y. Soysal/A. Melucci</td>
<td>9.00-10.30 Top Bar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.15-10.45</td>
<td>COFFEE available in LTB Foyer and Top Bar</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.45-12.15</td>
<td>WELCOME: Plenary - LTB 6 &quot;20th Century Revisited&quot;</td>
<td>WORKING SESSION 2 Streams and Research Networks</td>
<td>WORKING SESSION 4 Streams and Research Networks</td>
<td>11.00-1.00 BRITISH FORUM - LTB 6 Chair: John Urry A Brahm/M Barrett M Savage/J Weeks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.15-2.00</td>
<td>LUNCH in Hexagon</td>
<td>MEET THE AUTHOR Round Tables Research Information</td>
<td>MEET THE AUTHOR Round Tables Research Information</td>
<td>PLENARY - LTB 6 &quot;Europe: Towards the 21st Century&quot; M. Mies/D. Bertaux</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.00-3.30</td>
<td>REGISTRATION LTB FOYER AND Semi-Pленарии (Based on the 6 themes see below LTB) Meet the Author Round Tables Research Information</td>
<td>WORKING SESSION 1 Streams and Research Networks</td>
<td>MEET THE AUTHOR Round Tables Research Information</td>
<td>UNIVERSITY Reception LTB 6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.30-4.00</td>
<td>SEMI-PLENARIES (Based on the 6 themes see below LTB)</td>
<td>WORKING SESSION 3 Streams and Research Networks</td>
<td>END OF CONFERENCE Post-Meetings</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.00-5.30</td>
<td>PRE-MEETINGS</td>
<td>WORKING SESSION 3 Streams and Research Networks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.30-6.00</td>
<td>BREAK</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.00-7.00</td>
<td>ESA Executive and Committees</td>
<td>Publishers' Reception LTB Foyer</td>
<td>ESA General Assembly LTB 6</td>
<td>University Reception LTB 6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.45-8.15</td>
<td>Dinner Hexagon</td>
<td>Dinner Hexagon</td>
<td>8.00 ESA Conference</td>
<td>Dinner Hexagon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evening 8.30</td>
<td>National Council Meetings Films 7.45: Secrets and Lies approx 9.45 Romeo &amp; Juliet</td>
<td>Dinner Hexagon</td>
<td>DISCO Level 2 Bar</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
PLENARY LECTURES

Plenary: 20th Century Revisited

Wednesday 27th August 10:45 - 12:15  LTB 6
DOMINIQUE SCHNAPPER (EHESS-CNRS, France): New Forms of the Inclusion/Exclusion Dialectic

KARL ULRICH MAYER (Max Planck Institute fur Buildingsforschung, Germany): No title

Presidential Address:

Thursday 28th August 9:00 - 10:15  LTB.6
SYLVIA WALBY (Dept. of Sociology, Leeds University, UK)

Plenary: Citizenship

Friday 29th August 9:00 - 10:15  LTB.6
YASEMIN SOYSAL (Dept. of Sociology, University of Harvard, USA): Identity, Rights and Claims-making: reflections on the changing dynamics of citizenship in postwar Europe
ALBERTO MELUCCI (University of Milan, Italy): Becoming a Person: new frontiers for identity and citizenship in a planetary society

British Forum - Future Directions for British Sociology
A Panel Discussion

Saturday 30th August 11:00 - 1:00  LTB.6
Chair: JOHN URRY (University of Lancaster, UK)
Panel: MICHELLE BARRETT (City University, London)
AVTAR BRAH (Birkbeck College, London)
MIKE SAVAGE (University of Manchester)
JEFFREY WEEKS (South Bank University)
MICHELLE BARRETT (City University)

Plenary: Europe: Towards the 21st Century

Saturday 30th August 2:00 - 3:30  LTB.6
MARIA MIES (University of Fachhochschule, Germany): Europe in the Global Economy in the 21st Century or the Need to De-Colonize Europe

DANIEL BERTAUX (Centre Nationale de la Recherche Scientifique, France): Next Game: Global Players and Associates versus the Rest of the World?
SEMI-PLENARY LECTURES

All of these lectures will be given on Wednesday, 27th August at 2:00 - 3:30

Revisiting Classical Theory
MARGARET ARCHER (Ecole Pratique des Hautes Etudes, Paris, France): Revisiting Classical Theory: the morphogenesis of inclusion/exclusion
BIRGITTA NEDELMANN (Johannes Gutenberg University, Mainz, Germany): At the Turn of the Centuries: Georg Simmel then and now

Work, Welfare and Citizenship
MOJCA NOVAK (University of Ljubljana, Slovenia): Peripheral Welfare State Development in Europe
RAINER BAUBOECK (Institute for Advanced Studies, Vienna, Austria): Reinventing Citizenship: multiple memberships and egalitarian base lines

Inequalities Old and New
JOHN SCOTT (University of Essex, UK): If Class is Dead, Why Won’t It Lie Down
MARGARET MARUANI (CNRS, France): Social Inequality in a Society of ‘Full Employment’

Globalizations
BERT AS (University of Oslo, Norway): Cracks in the Techno-Economic Armour: the female spirit breaks out
ZDRAVKO MLINAR (University of Ljubljana, Slovenia): Globalization: the research agenda for European sociologists

European Processes, Boundaries and Institutions
VOLKER BORNSCHIER (University of Zurich, Switzerland): European Processes and the State of the European Union
DRUDE DAHLERUP (University of Aarhus, Denmark): Recent Processes of Empowerment and/or Dispowerment

Cultures and Identities
MARJU LAURISTIN (Tartu University, Estonia):
NIRA YUVAL DAVIS (Greenwich University, UK): The Narration of Difference: cultural stuff, ethnic projects and identities

30-35
Speaker/Discussion/Speaker/Discussion

10
PLENARY AND SEMI-PLENARY SPEAKERS

Biographical Details

ARCHER, MARGARET
'Revisiting Classical Theory: The morphogenesis of inclusion/exclusion'

Studied sociology to doctoral level at the London School of Economics, before moving to the Ecole Pratique des Hautes Etudes, Paris. She became Professor of Sociology at the University of Warwick in 1979. Her previous ten books include, Social Origins of Educational Systems (1979), Culture and Agency (1988) and Realist Social Theory: the Morphogenetic Approach (1995). The latter two are part of a trilogy which will be completed by Human Being. She is a former editor of Current Sociology and Chair of the ISA's Publications Committee. From 1986 to 1990, she was President of the International Sociological Association and was the first woman to be elected to this position. She is the only British member and a Counsellor of the newly founded Pontificia Academy of Social Sciences and is charged with its publications. In 1997 she became a founding trustee of the Centre for Critical Realism, which will hold its inaugural conference at Warwick, 29-31st August, immediately after the ESA meeting.

AS. BERIT
'Cracks in the Techno-Economic Armour: The female spirit breaks out'

Author Berit As is professor emeritus of Social Psychology at the University of Oslo and a founder of the Feminist University in Norway. She was also the first female party leader in the Norwegian Parliament. A prolific writer and communicator, Professor As has been the guest at many universities and lecturers widely on liberation strategies, leadership and gender and language. Her techniques of emancipation are translated into several languages. Among her publications are Kvinner i alle land: Handbok i frigjoring (Women unite: handbook for liberation (1981 Aschehoug)) The Weak Consumer (on consumer economics) (in Norwegian) "A Feminist University in Norway" (1996, in Radically Speaking: Feminism Reclaimed ed. by D. Bell and R. Klein) 'Cultural barriers against equality' (in Swedish) (1994) and the pamphlet 'Five Master Suppression Techniques'. Forthcoming is the article 'Gender, Language and Power: when women and men talk and understand the world differently' to appear in ATLANTIS.

BAUBOECK, RAINER
'Reinventing Citizenship: Multiple memberships and egalitarian base lines'

Trained in Sociology and Political Science, Rainer Bauboeck is now Assistant Professor at the Institute for Advanced Studies in Vienna and lectures at the universities of Vienna and Innsbruck. Since 1993 he has been a Research Affiliate of the European Centre for Social Welfare Policy and Research and he co-edits the Austrian Journal of Political Science. Recently he has pursued his interests in normative political theory and issues of citizenship, migration, ethnicity and nationalism, resulting in publications such as Transnational Citizenship, Membership and Rights in International Migration (1994 Edward Elgar). He edited From Aliens to Citizens: Redefining the Legal Status of Immigrants in Europe (1994 Avebury) and The Challenge of Diversity: Integration and pluralism in societies of immigration (1996 edited with Agnes Heller and Aristide Zolberg, Avebury).

BERTAUX, DANIEL
Next Game: Global Players and Associates versus the Rest of the World?

Daniel Bertaux is Director of Research at the French Centre Nationale de la Recherche Scientifique in Paris. His focus of research has been class mobility and class structure and he has developed the methodology of the life history and life story to analyse processes of social change and mobility. An active international sociologist, he has been a Fellow of the Princeton Institute for Advanced Study and an officer of the ISA where he founded the Worldwide competition for Young Sociologists. He taught at universities including Paris VII, Montreal, Laval at Quebec, Barcelone, Graz and Rio de Janeiro. Among his major publications reflecting his research interests are
Destins personnels et structure de classe (PUF 1977), La Mobilité Sociale (1985) and Pathways to Social Class (OUP 1997-collaboration), as well as editing Biography and Society (Sage 1981). Most recently he has published the monograph Les récits de vie dans la perspective ethnologique (Nathan 1997) and describes his present work as the study of the political economy of the production of human beings themselves-anthropometry.

BORNCHIE, VOLKER
'European Processes and the State of the European Union'

Volker Bornschier is Director of the Sociological Institute of the University of Zurich and Professor of Sociology there. A global traveller, he has been President of the World Society Foundation sponsoring social science research world-wide from 1983-1996 as well as a prolific author. Among his twelve books and numerous articles, the following are especially relevant for his work on European processes and globalization: Western Societies in Transition (1996, Transaction Publishers) and the two forthcoming volumes The Future of Hegemonic Rivalry (with C. Chase-Dunn, Sage) and Statebuilding in Europe: The Revitalization of the Integration in the 1980's, which builds on his team's research on European integration, as well as 'Zivilisierung Weltsellschaft trotz Hegemonie der Marktgemeinschaft?' in Frieden machen (1997, Suhrkamp, D. Senghass, ed.).

DAHLERUP, DRUDE
'Recent Processes of Empowerment and/or Dispowerment'

Drupe Dahlerup is educated as a Political Scientist and is Associate Professor in Political Science and Women's Studies at the University of Aarhus in Denmark.

LAURISTIN, MARJU

Professor in Social Policy at Tartu University in Estonia, Marju Lauristin has been active in journalism, politics and the sociology of mass communication since her student days at the Tartu University and Moscow University. She has served as Minister of Social Affairs of the Estonian Republic and as member of parliament in the first years of the Estonian Republic as well as serving intensively in the renewed administration of Tartu University. Besides her wide writing and commentary, she is sought as an expert by international organizations such as the European cultural foundation, the European Institute of Social Security, the World Health Organization where she is president of the European Regional Committee and the Council of Europe.

MARUANI, MARGARET
'Social inequality in a society of 'full-unemployment''

Margaret Maruani is trained as a sociologist and Director of Research at the French CNRS, affiliated with the unit Cultures and Urban Societies (CSU) in Paris. She further directs the research unit MAGE (The Labour Market and Gender). She is the author of numerous works on labour relations, unionism, employment and women's employment. Key contributions have included Les syndicats l'epreuve du feminisme (1979 Syros) Le temps des chemises (1982, with A. Borzeix, Syros) Mais qui a peur du travail des femmes? (1985, Syros) Au labeur des dames (1989 with C. Nicole, Syros) La flexibilite a temps partiel (1989 with C. Nicole, La Documentation Francaise) and Sociologie de l'emploi (1993 with E. Reynaud, La couverte).

MELUCCI, ALBERTO
'Becoming a Person: New frontiers for identity and citizenship in a Planetary Society'

Alberto Melucci of the University of Milan is Professor of Cultural Sociology. He is also Professor of Clinical Psychology at the Post-Graduate School of Clinical Psychology of the University of Milan. He has taught extensively in Europe and the United States, with sojourns as invited Fellow or Professor at the Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales in Paris, The New School for Social Research in New York, MIT in Cambridge, Massachusetts; Harvard, Columbia, Temple, Brandeis. Cornell, N.Y.U., Berkeley, San Diego, Montreal, UQAM, McGill, Universidad de Buenos Aires, El Colegio de Mexico, Flassco Mexico, Sao Paulo, Belo Horizante, Campinas,

MIES, MARIA

'Europe in the Global Economy in the 21st Century or The Need to De-Colonize Europe'

Maria Mies is Professor of Sociology at Fachhochschule in Cologne, Germany and was formerly with the Institute of Social Studies in The Hague, Netherlands where she initiated the programme Women in Development. Her students are to be found world-wide. After retiring from her teaching post in 1993, she has continued to lecture and pursue research concerns on feminist theory and methodology, the relationship between patriarchy, colonialism and capital accumulation, and the women’s movement in the international division of labour, with a special interest in the feminist critique of science and technology and particularly of genetic and reproductive engineering. Among important book publications are Women; The Last Colony (1988 with V. Bennholdt-Thomsen, C. v. Werlhof, Zed Books) Patriarchy and Accumulation: Women in the International Division of Labour(1991, Zed Books) and Ecofeminism (1993, with V. Shiva, Zed Books).

MLINAR, ZDRAVKO

'Globalization: The research agenda for European Sociologists'

Zdravko Mlinar studied law and sociology at the University of Ljubljana where he is now Professor of Sociology and head of the Centre for Spatial Sociology. He has pursued specialisation courses in the United Kingdom and the United States and as professor, research and consultant been active at universities in Europe, the United States and India. Extremely active in professional associations, Professor Mlinar has been president of a Research Committee in the ISA for over 14 years and has founded groups on Local Global Relations in the ISA and in the IPSA in the mid-nineties. His publication list includes more than 400 entries including several award-winning books. Among his more recent works as editor or author are Individualisation and Globalisation in Space (1994, SAZU) Globalization and Territorial Identities (1992 Avebury) Autonomy and Connectedness in the European Space (1995 EDV) and 'Local Responses to Global Change' (1995 Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Sciences).

NEDELMANN, BIRGITT

'At the Turn of the Centuries: Georg Simmel then and now'

Birgitta Nedelmann is Professor of Sociology at the Johannes Gutenberg University in Mainz, Germany and member of the Council of Academia Europaea. She studied in Munich and Berlin and received her habilitation from the University of Mannheim. Her teaching career spans universities in Lund, Cologne, Freiburg, European University Institute in Florence, and La Sapienza in Rome and she has been a fellow at the Wissenschaftskolleg in Berlin. With her interests in political sociology and the general theory of sociology she has published a wide variety of books including the recent Sociology in Europe: In Search of Identity (edited with P. Szompor1993)and Political Institutions in Change (1995) and articles such as the most recent "Between National Socialism and Real Socialism: Political Sociology in the Federal Republic of Germany" in Current Sociology (April 1997). Forthcoming is the book High Noon in the Sociology of Violence.

NOVAK, MOJCA

'Peripheral Welfare state development in Europe'

Educated at the University of Ljubljana in Slovenia. Mojca Novak is Professor at the Faculty of Social Sciences there as well in the School of Social Work at the same university. She recently spent time as a Fellow at the Netherlands Institute for Advanced Study in the Humanities and Social Sciences. Research interests include planning processes, social structure and quality of life and issues in poverty and social security as well as the
development of the welfare state in comparative perspective. Recent publications include the books Late Coming Pattern Mix: Slovenia at the European Periphery (1991, Znanstvenoin publicistisno sredisce) and Good Morning, Poverty: Evidence, approaches and policies (1994, Socialna zbornica Slovenije) both in Slovenian plus chapters in books such as Poverty: A Global Review (1996 edited by E. Oyen, S.M. Miller and S. A. Samad) and in various journals.

SCHNAPPER, DOMINIQUE

New Forms of the Inclusion/Exclusion Dialectic

Sociologist Dominique Schnapper is Director of Research at the Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales in Paris and affiliated with the C.N.R. S. She has been based at the EHESS throughout her career. She is the president of the French Sociological Association. Her expertise is widely utilised by government commissions and most recently she has been part of the Commission on the Rights of Nationality. Among her numerous publications with relevance for her reflections on inclusion and exclusion are Six Manieres d'etre European (Gallimard 1990), L'epreuve du chomage (Gallimard re-released 1994), La France de l'integrations: sociologie de la nation (Gallimard 1990), L'europe des immigr (Francoise Bourin 1992), La communaute des citoyens: sur l'idée moderne de nation (Gallimard 1994 -Prix de l' Assemblee Nationale 1994) and Contre la fin du travail (Textuel1997).

SCOTT, JOHN

Came to Essex in 1994 as Professor of Sociology, having formerly been a Professor at the University of Leicester. He is particularly interested in social stratification, business organisation and sociological theory, but has also published on quantitative and historical methods. His main publications include: Corporations, Classes and Capitalism (1985), A Matter of Record: Documentary Sources in Social Research (1990), Who Rules Britain? (1991), Social Network Analysis (1991), Poverty and Wealth (1994), Sociological Theory (1995) Stratification and Power (1996) and Corporate Business and Capitalist Classes (1997). Main teaching areas are social stratification, theoretical sociology. He is co-editor of Sociology Review and is on the editorial board of British Journal of Sociology and the European Journal of Social Theory.

SOYSAL, YASEMIN

Identity, Rights and Claims-making: Reflections on the Changing Dynamics of Citizenship in Postwar Europe

Yasemin Soysal, Harvard University, is John L. Loeb Associate Professor and Co-chair of the Research Study Group on Citizenship and Social Policies of the Center for European Studies. She studied at Bogazici University and received her Ph.D. at Stanford. She has been a Jean Monnet Fellow at the European University Institute several times. Her career has been crowned by awarded fellowships including the Salzburg Seminar Presidential Fellowship, the German Marshall Fund and the MacArthur Foundation Fellowships and International Fellowships from the AAUW and from the Center for Advanced Study in Behavioral Sciences. Her research interests on international migration and citizenship have been expressed in a number of publications including her major book Limits of Citizenship: Migrants and Postnational Membership in Europe (1994: University of Chicago Press) and forthcoming articles including Citizenship and Claims-Making: Organized Islam in European Public Spheres (Theory and Society); The Changing Logic of Political Citizenship: Cross National Acquisition of Women Suffrage Rights1890-1990 American Sociological Review and Staatsbuergerchaftim Wandel for the Berliner Journal fur Soziologie (1996).

ULRICH MAYER, KARL

'Karl Ulrich Mayer is Director of the Center of Sociology and the Study of the Life Course at the Max Planck Institute fur Bildungsforschung in Berlin and Honorary Professor of Sociology at the Freie Universitat Berlin. Educated in Germany and the United States, he received his Habilitation from the University of Mannheim and has held research and teaching positions at the universities in Oxford, Mannheim, Zurich, and the Institute of Advanced Studies in Vienna and Harvard University. In 1996-97 he was Research Scholar at the Robert Schuman Centre of the European University Institute in Florence. His wide ranging research focuses on social stratification and mobility, the sociology of the life course and the comparative analysis of social structures. His prolific editorial and writing activities include co-editorship of the Kolner Zeitschrift fur Soziologie und Sozialpsychologie, and
works such as Vom Regen in die Traufe: Frauen zwischen Beruf und Familie (1991 - with J. Allmendinger and J. Huinink- Campus Verlag), Die Berliner Altersstudie (1996 with P.B. Baltes- Akademie Verlag) and 'Notes on a comparative economy of life courses' (Comparative Social Research 1997)

YUVAL-DAVIS, NIRA

'The Narration of Difference: Cultural Stuff, Ethnic Projects and Identities'

Professor in Gender and Ethnic Studies and Post Graduate Director at Greenwich University in London. She has written extensively on issues of nationalism, racism, fundamentalism and gender relations. Among her recent books are Racialised Boundaries (with F. Amphib), Routledge 1992; Refusing Holy Orders: Women and Fundamentalism in Britain (with G. Fahgal), Virago 1992; Cross Fires, Nationalism, Racism and Gender Relations in Europe (with H. Lutz and A. Phoenix), Pluto Press 1995; Unsettling Settler Societies (with B. Stasiulis), Sage 1995 and Gender and Nation, Sage 1997.
SPECIAL PROGRAMMED EVENTS

Thursday 28th & Friday 29th August: 2:00 - 3:30

Meet the Author

1. **Margaret Archer**, University of Warwick
   - **Discussant**: Rob Stones, Essex University

2. **Robert Castel**, EHESS-CEMS, Paris
   - **Discussant**: Prof. J.P. Roos, University of Helsinki, Finland

3. **Lutz Leisering**, University of Bremen
   - (Forthcoming as *Poverty Risks in Germany*, Cambridge University Press, 1998)
   - **Discussant**: Norman Ginsburg, University of North London

4. **Ernesto Laclau**, University of Essex
   - *Emancipation(s)*, Verso, 1996
   - **Discussant**: David Howarth, Staffordshire University

5. **Ken Plummer** and **Jeff Weeks**, South Bank University
   - *These two authors will act as discussant for each other not good*

6. **Nira Yuval-Davis**, Greenwich University, London
   - **Discussant**: Avtah Brah, Birkbeck College, London University

7. **Jennifer Platt**, University of Sussex
   - **Discussant**: Christian Fleck, University of Graz, Austria
8. **Paul Thompson**, Essex University and **Daniel Bertaux**, Centre d’Etude des Mouvements Sociaux, Paris
**Pathways to Social Class: A qualitative approach to social mobility**, Oxford University Press, 1997
**Discussant**: E. Stina Lyon, South Bank University

9. **Goran Therborn**, The Swedish Collegium for Advanced Study in the Social Sciences, Uppsala
**Discussant**: Max Haller, Karl-Franzens Universitat, Graz

**ROUNDTABLES**

**Research on Children** - Open session
Convenor: Julia Brannen, Thomas Coram Research Unit, London

**Migration in Europe: a gendered perspective**
Convenor: Annie Phizacklea, Dept. of Sociology, University of Leicester

**Environmental Issues**
Convenor: Ted Benton and Carlo Ruzza, Dept. of Sociology, Essex
**NB. This session commences at 1.30pm**

**Social Europe**
Convenor: Joe Bailey, Kingston University, London

**RESEARCH INFORMATION**

**Research Resources at Essex:**
Data Archive, R. Cade, British Household Panel, Large Scale Facility, Quali-data

**Sociology on the Internet:**
Carlo Ruzza, University of Essex

‘**Sociology on Line**: Running an Internet Journal’
Stuart Peters, Surrey University

**EC DG XII: Research Opportunities**
Nigel Gilbert, Surrey University
STREAMS AND RESEARCH NETWORKS - SUMMARY

THEME 1: Revisiting Classical Theory

1A. Modernity and Post Modernity
1B. The Sunset of Socialism
1C. Feminist Theory Meets the Classics

THEME 2: Work, Welfare and Citizenship

2A. Welfare States, Welfare Societies
2B. Gender and Citizenship
2C. Inclusions/Exclusions: Power and Ethnicity

THEME 3: Inequalities Old and New

3A. New Forms of Patriarchy
3B. Ethnicities, Racism and Nations
3C. Generational Contracts and Conflicts

THEME 4: Globalizations

4A. Globalizations: Social and Economic
4B. Restructuring Migration and Fortress Europe
4C. Globalization: Technologies, Environments and Futures

THEME 5: European Processes, Boundaries and Institutions

5A. East Meets West
5B. Social Rights and Economic Powers
5C. Europe of the Regions
5D. European Process: Social Movements
5E. Democracy in Europe: Institutions and Citizenship

THEME 6: Cultures and Identities

6A. Sexual Citizenship
6B. Cultural Identities and Homogenisation
6C. European Values in Transition

OPEN STREAM
RESEARCH NETWORKS

RN1  Biographical Perspectives on European Societies
RN2  Youth and Generation in Europe
RN3  Sociology of Consumption
RN4  Families in Europe
RN5  Economic Sociology
RN6  Sociology of Mass Media and Communication
RN7  Methods of Comparative Research on Europe
RN8  Education in Europe
RN9  Environment and Society
RN10 Sociology of Disasters
RN11 Industrial Relations, Labour Market Institutions and Employment
RN12 Women, Labour Market and the Welfare State
RN13 Sociology of Social Policy and Welfare
SOSTRIS Social Strategies in Risk Society
THEME 1: REVISITING CLASSICAL THEORY

STREAM 1A MODERNITY AND POST-MODERNISM
Room 5A.330
Convenor: ROB STONES (UK)

Wednesday 27th August 4:00 - 5:30

Session 1

JENS BECKERT (Germany): Economic Exclusion and Social Order: the current relevance of the classics
ANASTASIA IOANNIDOU (USA): Is the Early Critique of Modern Society Still Relevant for the contemporary conceptualisation of Society?

Thursday 28th August 10:45 - 12:15

Session 2

SIGHARD NECKEL (Germany): The Stranger in (Late) Modernity: Zygmunt Bauman and Beyond
GESA LINDEMANN (Germany): Inclusion and Exclusion as a Constituting Principle of Societies

Thursday 28th August 4:00 - 5:30

Session 3

SALVINO A. SALVAGGIO (USA) and PAOLO BARBESINO (UK): Reflexivity and Postmodernity in Sociological Theory
ROGER SIBLEY (UK): Ani-reductionist Sociology and the Study of Postnational Governance
GEORGIOS GROLLIOS (Greece) and IOANNIS KASKARIS (UK): A Gramscian Critique of the Ideology and Politics of Postmodernism in Educational Theory

Friday 29th August 10:45 - 12:15

Session 4

BRAM PEPER (Netherlands): Social Problems in a (post)modern Society: towards a procedural model for social problems theory
KIMMO LINDBERG (Finland): From Legislators to Interpreters: postmodern culture, national intellectuals and Finnish sociology’s present identity
KJELD HOGSBRO (Denmark): Steps Towards a Postmodern Welfare State?

Friday 29th August 4:00 - 5:30

Session 5

MIKLOS HADAS (Hungary): Modernity and Masculinity
CHRIS SHILLING (UK): Re-fuelling the Fiery Furnace: homo duplex, collective effervescence and the somatic foundations of sociality
Saturday 30th August 9:00 - 10:30  
**Session 6**

**ALAN R. HOW (UK):** On the Persistence of classic Texts in Sociology: a Gadamerian explanation  
**MARGARET BERTILLSON (Denmark):** From Aristotle to Modern Social Theory

---

**Contributed Papers**

**MARIA ANTONOPOULOU (Greece):** Reconstructing the Marxian Concept of Social Relations as Historically Specific Intersubjectivity  
**PETER BURGESS (Norway):** Giambatista Vice: Cultural Identity in the Poetic Nation  
**JAN C. RUPP (Holland):** Revisiting Cultural and Economic Capital Theory

---

**STREAM 1B  THE SUNSET OF SOCIALISM?**  
**Room 6.350  Convenors:** RAIMO BLOM (Finland), MIKHAIL CHERNYSH (Russia)

---

Wednesday 27th August 4:00 - 5:30  
**Session 1**

**MARTTI SIISIAINEN (Finland):** Social Capital in the Baltic Countries  
**ILKKA ALANEN (Finland):** Why Does Estonian Rural Population Resist the Demolition of collective Large-scale Farms?  
**MEILE TALJUNAITE (Lithuania):** The New Classes and the Process of Social Dislocation: class criteria revised  
**YAHYA H. MOSTAFA (Hungary):** Privatization, Nationalism and Bureaucratic Corruption in the New Democracies During the Period of Transition: with a special emphasis upon Hungary’s case

---

Thursday 28th August 10:45 - 12:15  
**Session 2**

**ANU HARUSK (Estonia):** ‘Culture-sensitiveness’ of the Process of Perception of Social Problems  
**MARKKU KIVINEN (Finland):** Russian Middle Class - Dying or Emerging?  
**PHILIP SPENCER (UK):** The Politics of Civil Society  
**RAIMO BLOM (Finland):** Regulation in the Baltic Societies and the Theory of Post-socialist Transformation

---

Thursday 28th August 4:00 - 5:30  
**Session 3**

**TIMO PIIRAINEN (Finland):** From Status to Class: the fall of Soviet socialism and the emergence of a class society  
**HARRI MELIN (Finland):** Managerial Change in Estonia  
**MIKHAIL CHERNYSH (Russia):** The Relationship Between Lifestyle Differentiation and Class Consciousness Attitudes in Transition Society

---
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Friday 29th August 10:45 - 12:15  
**Session 4**

LEONID GORDON (Russia): Crisis of a Living Standard in the Transition Period  
VLADIMIR SHUTKIN (Russia): Changes of the Youth Values in the Transition Period  
ILZE TRAPENCIERE (Latvia): Multiple Gains and Losses of Youth During Double Transition

Friday 29th August 4:00 - 5:30  
**Session 5**

VLADIMIR MAGUN (Russia): Changes of the Work Ethics  
JOUKO NIKULA (Finland): Small Entrepreneurship in Post-socialist Countries  
OTTAR BROX (Norway): Power Implications of the Dismantling of the Social Democratic Order

---

**STREAM 1C**  
**FEMINIST THEORY MEETS THE CLASSICS**  
Room 5A.214  
**Convenor:** UTE GERHARD (Germany)

Wednesday 27th August 10:45 - 5:30  
**Session 1 : Gender, Social Order and Modernization**

**Introduction:** UTE GERHARD (Germany)  
**Moderation:** MARINA CALLONI

CAROLINE ARNI and CHARLOTTE MULLER (Switzerland): Feminist Classics Meet the Classical Mainstream: Harriet Martineau (1802-1876) and Jenny P. d'Hericourt (1809-1875)  
AYSE DURAKBASA TARHAN (Turkey): A Feminist Reading of August Comte’s Catéchisme Positiviste  
BARBARA FINLAY (USA): Lester Frank Ward as a Sociologist of Gender

---

Thursday 28th August 10:45 - 12:15  
**Session 2 : Femina Oeconomica**

Introduction:  
ANNE KOVALAINEN (Finland): The Invisibility of Gender in Classical Economics and Sociological Theories  
*Two case studies:*  
HARRIET SILJUS (Finland): Public/Private in the Life of Women Professionals  
TETSU HARAYAMA (Japan): Women’s Social Trajectory and Work Relations: rethinking about the Chicago School’s theory

---

Thursday 28th August 4:00 - 5:30  
**Session 3 : The Social Construction of Sexual/Gender Identity**

**Introduction:** MARINA CALLONI

KARIN GOTTshall (Germany): Theorizing Difference, Social Order and Change. From Durkheim to Postmodern Concepts of Gender and Social Inequality  
ANNE WITZ (UK): Embodying Gender: sociology, feminism and the body
THEME 2: WORK, WELFARE AND CITIZENSHIP

STREAM 2A: WELFARE STATES, WELFARE SOCIETIES
Room 5B.114  Convenor: JANE MILLAR (UK)

Wednesday 27th August 4:00 - 5:30
Session 1: Theorising Rights to Welfare
FIONA WILLIAMS and RUTH HUBBARD (UK): Contestations of Gender, ‘Race’/Ethnicity and Citizenship in EU Social Policy
WIM VAN Oorschot (Netherlands): Patterns of Solidarity and Deservingness
EMANUELA MORA (Italy): Constructing Gendered Citizenship in the City

Thursday 28th August 10:45 - 12:15
Session 2: Welfare Societies: Welfare Beyond the State 1 (Family)
BIRGIT FIX (Germany): The Institutionalization of Family Welfare: family policies in a historical and comparative perspective
MARTINA KLETT-DAVIES (UK): Are Lone Mothers Really Better Off in Germany than in Britain?

Thursday 28th August 4:00 - 5:30
Session 3: Welfare Societies: Welfare Beyond the State 2 (Employment Relations)
ANTHONY MASI and CATALDO SCARNERA (Italy, Canada): Gender and Citizenship in Italy: The Roles of Education, Work Interventions and Labour Market Segments in the 1990s
DAVID BYRNE (UK): Exclusion or Exploitation - the Myth of Worklessness, the Reality of Poor Work

Friday 29th August 10:45 - 12:15
Session 4: Welfare States in Transition 1 (The Changing Nature of Social Rights)
JOHANNA KORPINEN and JORMA SIPILA (Finland): Money or Services - Consequences of Changing Society
ULLA KITE (UK): Social Transformation in East Germany After Unification as Affecting Women
NANNA KILDAL (Norway): Ideas of Work and Politics of Welfare
Friday 29th August 4:00 - 5:30
Session 5: Welfare States in Transition 2 (The Future of Welfare)
WIELISLAWA WARZYWODA-KRUSZINSKA (Poland): Women in the Welfare State of Poland
ELISABETH FIX (Germany): Intermediary Organizations Between Welfare Society and Welfare State - The Case of the Constitutional Democracies in a Comparative Perspective
CHRISTINE CHEYNE (New Zealand): Modelling the Welfare State - The Gendered Effects of Welfare Reform in New Zealand and the Challenge to the Welfare State Model

STREAM 2B: GENDER AND CITIZENSHIP
Room 4SA.51A
Convenor: BARBARA HOBSON (Sweden)
FRANCA BIMBI (Italy)

Wednesday 27th August 4:00 - 5:30
Session 1: Reconceptualizing Gender and Citizenship
RUTH LISTER (UK): Dialectics of Citizenship
BERENGERE MARQUES-PERIERA (Belgium): Gender, Social Citizenship and Wage Earning Citizenship: Belgium And The Breakdown Of The Social Democratic Compromise
ANNE-MARIE DAUNE-RICHARD (France): Work and Citizenship: A gendered relationship. Some observations based on the French Case
Discussant: Alison Woodward (Belgium)

Thursday 28th August 10:45 - 12:15
Session 2: Gendered Citizens Inside and Outside Policy Borders
BARBARA HOBSON (Sweden): Theorizing Disadvantage: gender, citizenship and dilemmas of difference reflected through the EU mirror
JACQUELINE HEINEN (France): Which Citizenship? Understanding Citizenship Through an East and West Dialogue
JEFF HEARN (UK): Men and Power, Men and Welfare: state, national and international relations
Discussant: Arnlaug Leira (Norway)

Thursday 28th August 4:00 - 5:30
Session 3: Families, States and Markets: Interlocking Dimensions of Gender and Citizenship
TRUDIE KNUIJ and PETER SELTEN (Netherlands): Male Breadwinning, Fatherhood and Transformations in the Dutch Welfare State
JAANA VUORI (Finland): Mothers and Fathers as Citizens: how Finnish experts and researchers construct gendered citizens
JANE LEWIS (UK): The Family and Social Policy in Britain in the 1990s
Discussants: Stina Johansson (Sweden) and Clare Ungerson (UK)
Friday 29th August 10:45 - 12:15

Session 4: Gendered Transitions in Social Citizenship

INGALILL MONTANARI (Sweden): From Natural Wages to Gender Biased Taxation Strategy
RUTH LEVITAS (UK): Discourses of Social Exclusion and Integration from the European Union to New Labour
NICOLA YEATES (UK): Gendered Citizenship and Social Integration in the Republic of Ireland
Discussant: Jane Millar (UK)

Friday 29th August 4:00 - 5.30

Session 5: Persistent Inequalities: Female Citizenship in Greece, Turkey and Italy

DEMETRIA TZANAKI (UK): Gender and the Emergence of the Greek State
INCI USER (Turkey): Daughters of the Revolution, Daughters of the Coup d’Etat: Turkish Female Citizenship
FRANCA BIMBI (Italy): Lone Mothers in Italy, a Hidden and Embarrassing Issue in a Familist Welfare Regime
Discussants: Barbara Hobson (Sweden) and Ingallil Montanari (Sweden)

Saturday 30th August 9:00 - 10.30

Session 6: Discussion and Planning of ISA Conference Participation in Montreal

STREAM 2C:
Room 4SA.6.6

POWER AND ETHNICITY

Convenors: JANUSZ MUCHA (Poland)
GIOVANNI COMPANI (Italy)

Wednesday 27th August 4:00 - 5:30

Session 1: Political Participation of Ethnic Minorities

SIGHARD NECKEL (Germany): The Political Construction of Ethnicity: The case of the USA compared to European development
PATRICIA ELLIS and ZAFAR KHAN (UK): Political Participation and Muslim Mobilization in Britain
RICHARD KOTTER (UK): Exploring the Multi-cultural Geographies of Denizens' Limited Political Participation. Urban Spaces of Belonging and Citizenship Beyond German Nationality?
ANGUS BANCROFT (UK): The Formation of Modernity and the Regulation of Marginality: Gypsies/Travellers in Europe
Contributed Paper: FRANCESCO CARCHEDI (Italy): Theories of Inclusions and Exclusions: Vulnerability and networks
Discussant: Francesco Carchedi (Italy)
Thursday 28th August 11:00 - 12:30

**Session 2: When ‘They’ May Become ‘Us’? Part 1**

**Chair:** Norman Ginsburg (UK)

**Pál Nyíri** (Hungary): Does Hungary Need Chinese, or Rethinking Hungarianness

**Uri Ram** (Israel): After the Nation-State. The Case or Israel

**Slawomir Łodziński** (Poland): The Polish Citizenship. A Contribution to the Problem of Inclusions and Exclusions in Polish Society in the 20th Century

**Reinhard Grießentrog** (Germany): Elderly Labor Migrants in Berlin - Social Policy and the Problem of Ethnicization

**Discussant:** Polymnia Zagefka (France)

---

Thursday 28th August 4:00 - 5:30

**Session 3: When ‘They’ May Become ‘Us’? Part 2**

**Chair:** Patricia Ellis (UK)

**Polymnia Zagefka, Judith Migeot-Alvarado & Françoise Roep** (France): Ethnicity, Power and Education

**Mirjam van Leer** (Netherlands): Hospitality, Inclusion and Exclusion: Dutch households sheltering ex-Yugoslavian refugees in the 1990s

**Norman Ginsburg** (UK): Worlds of Welfare Capitalism: The ethnic dimension

**Renata Kokanovic** (Australia): Intellectual Migration and Identity

**Discussant:** Sighard Neckel (Germany)

---

Friday 29th August 11:00 - 12:30

**Session 4: Ambiguity of Cultural Situation of Ethnic Minorities**

**Chair:** Bernard Cook (USA)

**Aafke Elizabeth Komter** (Netherlands): Social Solidarity and Exclusion in the Netherlands

**Bolette Moldenhawer** (Denmark): The Working Situation for Teachers with an Ethnic Background in the Danish School System

**Ewa Nowicka** (Poland): Exclusion or Inclusion: education for Roma children in Poland

**Maryanne Tremaine** (New Zealand): Outsiders on the Inside: Maori Women as managers in organizations

**Contributed Paper:** Jocelyne Streiff (France): Theories of Ethnicity and Models of Social Exclusion

**Discussant:** Marcella Delle Donne (Italy)

---

Friday 29th August 4:00 - 5:30

**Session 5: Ethnic Identity in the Minority Situation**

**Chair:** Giovanna Compani (Italy)

**Bernard Cook** (USA): The Albanians in Sicily

**Elzbieta Budakowska** (Poland): Polish Minority in Eastern European Cultural Borderlands. Inclusions and Exclusions

**Grzegorz Babinski** (Poland): Polish and Ukrainian Youth in Borderland Areas. Ethnic Identities and National Attitudes

**Annamaria Orla-Bukowska** (Poland): Fighting Fire with Fire. Minority Group Nationalism
**Contributed Paper:** MARCELLA DELLE DONNE: Italy and the Albanian Stereotype: From Brothers to criminals  
**Discussant:** Jocelyne Streiff (France)

---

**Saturday 30th August**  
**9:00 - 10:30**  
**Session 6**: Delayed Consequences of Slavery in Europe and America: Gypsies and Blacks  
**Chair:** GRZEGORZ BABINSKI (Poland)  
**JANOS LADANYI** (Hungary): Roma in Central-Eastern Europe  
**GYORGY GYUKITS** (Hungary): Sociological Aspects of the Health Care of the Gypsy Population  
**SHIRLEY TATE** (UK): Black British Identities Into the 1990s  
**MARK J. GOODMAN** (Canada): Serfdom, Facism and Slavery: Class alliance and labour discipline in Europe and the United States  
**Summary of stream:** GIOVANNA CAMPANI (Italy)

### THEME 3: INEQUALITIES OLD AND NEW

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STREAM 3A</th>
<th>NEW FORMS OF PATRIARCHY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Room 6.03</td>
<td>Convenors: EVELYN MAHON (Ireland)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>JOHANNA ESSEVELD (Sweden)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Wednesday 27th August**  
**4:00 - 5:30**  
**Session 1**: Private Patriarchy and Domestic Roles  
**EILEEN DREW** (Ireland): New Forms of Patriarchy: reconciling divisions of labour  
**NIKOS PETR mopulos** (Greece): The Impact of Labour Force Participation on Attitudes Regarding the Division of Household Chores Between Spouses  
**CHARLOTT NYMAN** (Sweden): Mine, Yours or Ours? - the intra-household distribution of resources, consumption and power from a gender perspective  
**GILLIAN DUANE** (UK): Why Can’t a Man be More Like a Woman?: new models for the organisation of work in partnerships

---

**Thursday 28th August**  
**10:45 - 12:15**  
**Session 2**: Relationships and Identities in Patriarchal Society  
**ANNE BYRNE** (Ireland): Self and Identity Amongst Never-married, Childless, Women in Ireland  
**GORDANA VUKSANOVIC** (Yugoslavia): The Bosnians in Serbia - relation to marriage and reproduction  
**MARINA BLAGOJEVIC** (Yugoslavia): Women and War: self-sacrificing micro matriarchy  
**LAURA TERRAGNI** (Italy): Sexual Violence in Italy: traditional and new forms of victimisation, the importance of the cultural context
Thursday 28th August 4:00-5:30
Session 3: Masculinity and Organisational Culture
JOHANNA HOGBAUER (Austria): 'Look Like a Lady, Act Like a Man'. On Paradox, or: the need to manage yourselves
DAWN LYON and ALISON WOODWARD (Belgium): Snakes and Ladders in Business and Politics: the career patterns and perceptions of success of women and men in top positions in Belgium, Britain and France

Friday 29th August 10:45-12:15
Session 4: Gender Contracts and Social Change
BIRGIT PFAUL-EFFINGER (Germany): Modernisation of Gender Arrangements in Western Europe
ARNLAUG LEIRA (Norway): Post-industrialism and Family Relationships
ALEKSANDRA DUKACZEWKA (Poland): Is it Still a Patriarchy? Post-Communist Eastern Europe - the case of Poland
NIKOLAI TILKIDJEV (Bulgaria): From Old to New: inequalities in the Bulgarian village
TAHIRE ERMAN (Turkey): The Problem of double Exclusion: the case of Turkish rural-to-urban migrant women

Friday 29th August 4:00-5:30
Session 5: Entrepreneurship: Choice or Necessity (Part 1)
MARIA DAS DORES GUERREIRO (Portugal): Wives of Small Entrepreneurs in Portugal
LIUDMILA KOREL (Russia): Women’s Self-employment in Contemporary Siberia: free choice or a way to avoid unemployment?

(Part 2)
JEREMY KEARNEY, KEITH PRINGLE, SHEILA QUAIL, CHERIE STUDDS (UK): Researching Men, Researching women: constructing gendered methodologies
ROGER PENN (England): Ethnicity, Class and Gender in Contemporary Britain

STREAM 3B ETHNICITIES, RACISM AND NATIONS
Room LTB.10
Convenors: ABBY PETERSON (Sweden)
RUDI RIZMAN (Slovenia)

Wednesday August 27th 4:00-5:30
Session 1
Chairs: ABBY PETERSON (Sweden), RUDI RIZMAN (Slovenia)
HELGRE REMANN (Germany): Social Borderlines in the Age of Globalization
JAMES KELLY (Scotland): The Relative Power of Political and Sociological Explanation of Inclusions and Exclusions in Contemporary Nationalisms in Europe
KRISTINA BOREUS (Sweden): 20th Century Europe: inclusions/exclusions: ethnicities, racism and nation
DAVID MASON (UK): Race, Ethnicity and Nation at the Fin de Siécle
HENRY HUTTENBACH (USA): The Phenomenon of Ethno-racism in 20th Century Europe: consequences and implications

Thursday 28th August 10:45 - 12:15

Session 2

Chair: RUDI RIZMAN (Slovenia)
OGNJEN Pribicivic (Yugoslavia): Serbia at the End of the 20th Century
VJERAN KATUNARIC (Croatia): Modernization, Nationalism and War: what lessons can be learned from the failure of ex-Yugoslavia
MILENA MAHON (UK): The Bulgarian Muslims’ Ethnic Politics
SUSANNE PICKEL (Germany): A Foreigner’s View on Hungarian Nationalism
ZLATKO SRAM (Yugoslavia): Is There Anything as a Latent Separatist Syndrome in the Political Mind of Hungarians in Vojvodina, Serbia?
PETRA KOVACS (Hungary): Ethnic Relations and Conflict Management in Eastern Europe

Thursday 28th August 4:00 - 5:30

Session 3

Chair: RUDI RIZMAN (Slovenia)
KARL STUHLPFARRER (Austria): Performance of Austrian Identities Since 1945
CHRISTIAN GIORDANO (Switzerland): Constructing Ethnicities in Contemporary Central and Eastern Europe: the ideology of the historical reversibility and the nightmare of the monotheistic state
LEONIE WAGNER and MECITTHILD BERESWILL (Germany): Antisemitism and Politics in the ‘Federation of German Women’s Organizations’

Friday 29th August 10:45 - 12:15

Session 4

Chair: ABBY PETERSON (Sweden)
GIUSEPPE SCIORTINO (Italy): A Theory of Nationalist Discourses: the case of the Northern League
JOSEPH RUANE (Ireland): The Conflict of Northern Ireland: the colonial dimension
ANDREAS HELLE: Ulster Unionism: separate nationality, ethnic group, or a political and national non-decision?
HOWARD WOLLMAN and P. SPENCER (UK): ‘Good’ and ‘Bad’ Nationalisms - a critique of dualism
LEONIDAS DONSKIS (Lithuania): The Flight from Modernity in 20th Century Lithuania: how naive racism comes into being

Friday 29th August 4:00 - 5:00

Session 5

Chair: ABBY PETERSON (Sweden)
ALBERT REITERER (Austria): Ethnicity Between Life-World and Boundary-Setting: a proposal for a general theory

DZEMAL SOKOLOVIC (Norway): Stratification of Nationalism

JOHN WRENCH (Denmark): Trade Unions and Migrant Workers in the European Union

PEO HANSEN (Sweden): The Cultural Short-Cut, a Road to Exclusion? Notes on Identity Politics in the European Union

MARCEL LUBBERS (Netherlands): National Identification of Majority Groups and Voting for Extreme Right-Wing Parties

---

Saturday 30th August 9:00 - 10:30

Session 6

Chairs: ABBY PETERSON (Sweden) and RUDI RIZMAN (Slovenia)

EKKART ZIMMERMANN (Germany): 1993 and Beyond: xenophobic ‘movements’ in contemporary Germany

TIMO VIRTANEN (Finland): Violence and Harassment

MARCEL COENDERS (Netherlands): Ethnic discrimination in the Netherlands in the period 1979-1993: effects of period, cohort and individual characteristics

EDITE NOIVO (Canada): Minority Group Racism: the case of Euroethics

JAAK BILLET (Belgium): National Identity and Ethnic Prejudice in the Belgian Regions: a comparative approach

---

STREAM 3C: GENERATIONAL CONTRACTS AND CONFLICTS

Room 5A.106

Convenors: SARA ARBER (UK)

CLAUDINE ATTIAS-DONFUT (France)

---

Wednesday 27th August 4:00 - 5:30

Session 1: The Generational Contract and Family Caring

Chair: SARA ARBER (UK)

BERNADETTE BAWIN-LEGROS (Belgium): Family Inter-generational Transfers Through the Study of Five Waves of the Belgian Panel

STEFANIA KOVEROVA, U. UHROVA, J. MISIKOVA (Slovakia): A Contract or a Conflict? Intergenerational Relationships Between Children and Adults in Slovakia

DAGMAR LORENZ-MEYER and ANGELA GROTHEER (UK): The Impact of Intrafamilial Traditions and Social Institutions on the Provision of Intergenerational Care in Germany and Turkish/Kurdish Migrant Families

ISABELLA PAOLETTI (Italy): A Half Life: Women Caregivers of Disabled Older Relatives

CHRIS PHILLIPSON, MIRIAM BERNARD, JUDITH PHILLIPS, JIM OGG (UK): The Family and Community Life of Older People: household structures and social networks in three urban areas
Thursday 28th August 10:45 - 12:15
Session 2: Financial Resources and the Generational Contract
Chair: MARTIN KOHLI (Germany)
CLAUDINE ATTIS-DONFUT (France): The Interplay Between Public and Private Transfers. Impact on Social Inequality
HENK A. BECKER (Netherlands): Discontinuous Change and Generational Contracts
JAY GINN and SARA ARBER (UK): Pension Costs of Ageing Populations: Responses in three contrasting European welfare states
LARS GULBRANDSEN and ASMUND LANGSETHER (Norway): Wealth Distribution Between Generations: A source of conflict or concord?

Thursday 28th August 4:00 - 5:30
Session 3: Generational Contracts and Conflicts in the Context of Cultural Change and Confrontation
Chair: CLAUDINE ATTIS-DONFUT (France)
CATHERINE DELCROIX (France): Memories Of Immigration And Work Passed Down From Father To Son
MARTIN KOHLI (Germany): Families Apart? Intergenerational Transfers in East and West
TALIP KUCUKCAN (UK): Symbolic Attachment and Identity Among Young Turks
LEOPOLD ROSENMAYR (Austria): Children of Freedom? The Young Generation in West Africa in the Process of Individualisation

Friday 29th August 10:45 - 12:15
Session 4: Reconceptualising Ageing
Chair: CHRIS PHILLIPSON (UK)
SHEILA M. PEACE (UK): The Impact of Family Change on the Lives of Older People
ELLIE SMOLENAARS (Netherlands): Why Some People Age Quicker than Others
EMMANUELLE TULLE-WINTON (Scotland): Growing Old and Resistance: towards a new cultural economy of old age
LADISLAV RABUSIC (Czech R.): Poverty of the Czech Elderly - Myth or Reality?

Friday 29th August 4:00 - 5:30
Session 5: Institutional Norms and Ideology Shaping Generation Relations
Chair: LEOPOLD ROSENMAYR (Austria)
JEAN-FRANCOIS BICKEL (Switzerland): Modes of Participation and Citizenship of Retired People
GILL JONES (UK): Dilemmas of Integration and Generation in Youth: staying on, getting on and dropping out
MARJATTA MARIN (Finland): Generational Relations and Law
SAKARI RAUTIAINEN (Finland): Children’s Rights and Parental Power
ALINA SZULZYCKA (Poland): The Innocent Generation. The New Hero of the Old Ideology
Contributed Paper: HELENA LAAKSONEN (Finland): Growth of Mass Unemployment and its Significance to the Societal Position of the Younger Generations. The Case of Finland of the ‘90s
Saturday 30th August  9:00 - 10:30
Session 6: Continuity and Change in Generational Relations

Chair: MARJATTA MARIN (Finland)
JAPP DRONKERS (Netherlands): Intergenerational Transmission of Divorce in the Netherlands?
MARGARET O’BRIEN and DEBORAH JONES (UK): Locality, Family Cultures and Educational
Disadvantage: the case of Barking and Dagenham
JENNIFER CAVOURDIS (Greece): Parental Relations and Economic Resources: the case of Greek
youth
VICTORIA SEMENOVA (Russia): Generation as an Actor in Transition Society: the case of Russia
RENE VAN RUSSEL and THEA WEIJERS (Netherlands): The Elderly Citizen in an Information
Society: inclusion or exclusion?

THEME 4: GLOBALIZATION

STREAM 4A  GLOBALIZATION, SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC
RESTRUCTURING
Room 6.02
Convenors: BART VAN STEENBERGEN (Netherlands)
MAREK OKOLSKI (Poland)

Wednesday August 27th  4:00 - 5:30
BART VAN STEENBERGEN (Netherlands): The Many Faces of Globalization: an introduction into
the theme
TONY SPYBY (UK): Globalization and Reflexive Modernization
DON KALB (Austria): Globalization and Individualization Against Solidarity: dissident remarks on
the new orthodoxy

Thursday 28th August  10:45 - 12:15
Session 2: Social and Economic Problems Related to Globalization Processes
PAUL Hirst (UK): Global Markets and the Possibility of Governance
NICO WILTERDINK (Netherlands): Globalization and Income Inequality
FRANCISCO ENTRENA and JESUS GOMEZ-MATEOS (Spain): Globalization and Socio-economic
Restructuring in Andalusia: to the development or the deepening of social exclusions
F. KUMIGAE (Japan) and N. BONNEY (UK): Globalization or Internationalization: a study of
Japanese Corporations in Scotland

Thursday 28th August  4:00 - 5:30
Session 3: Globalization and the Role of Modern Technology and its Influence on Work
RAGNHILD STEEN JENSEN (Norway): Regional Innovation Systems and Gender
DANIEL GLENDAY (Canada): Workplace Restructuring, New Technology and Culture: a
comparison of offiwork
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GRAEME ATHERTON (UK): The City of Learning: are we in or out?
JOANNA HADJICOSTANDI (US): Women’s Empowerment and Informal Economic and Social Restructuring

Friday 29th August 10:45 - 12:15
Session 4: Cultural, Philosophical and Scientific Aspects of Globalization Processes
GERARD DELANTY (UK): The Idea of the University: the globalization and fragmentation of knowledge
ZDRAVKO MLINAR (Slovenia): Globalization: the research agenda for European sociologists
DOINA and PAUL BALAHUR (Romania): Globalization: the end of Tower of Babel Civilization
MATKO MESTROVIC (Croatia): Is Europe European?
RACHEL BLOUL (France): Global Islamic Issues in Local European Context. The Dynamics of Muslim Identifications in France

Friday 29th August 4:00 - 5:30
Session 5: Globalization and Problems of the Modern Society
WALTER VAN DONGEN (Belgium): Reshaping Society, Revaluing Democracy. An Integrated Approach to the Current and Future European Union
AAFKER KOMTER (Netherlands): Social Solidarity and Exclusion in the Netherlands
GODFRIED ENGBERSEN and ERIK SNEL (Netherlands): The Rise of ‘Social Security Neighbourhoods’ in the Netherlands
NEVIN GUNGOR ERGAN (Turkey): The State Control in Turkey
I. PSIMMENOS (Greece): Globalization and Employee Participation

Saturday 30th August 9:00 - 10:30
Session 6: Globalization and Transformation in Eastern Europe
KRISTA LOGMA (Estonia): Estonia’s Future Development, Scenarios For the Year 2010
ERIKA MALESEVIC (Yugoslavia): Technical Progress as a Factor of Transition in Post-socialist Societies
VLADIMIR BELENKY (Russia): Agrarian and Land Reform in Russia: the common and the particular in the transition from Socialist to Market economy
VLADIMIR KOSOLAPOV (Ukraine): The Comparative Analysis of the Actors Impact and their Inclusions/Exclusions in the Society Transformation
OLGA OURJA (Russia): Technologization of the Processes of Managing the Social Structure of the Russian Society
STREAM 4B  MIGRATION AND FORTRESS EUROPE
Room LTB.5  Convenors: MARCO MARTINELLO (Belgium)
                  KRYSTYNA ROMANISZYN (Poland)

Wednesday 27th August  4:00 - 5:30
Session 1: Immigration: Theory and Practice
JOHN CROWLEY (France): Immigration and the Politics of Belonging: a theoretical overview
FIORELLA DELL’OLIO (UK): The Political and Social Mechanisms of Integration for Migrants into
the National, Sub-National and European System

Thursday 28th August  10:45 - 12:15
Session 2: Postindustrial Economy, Contemporary Migration and Integration Patterns
JAN RATH (Netherlands): Marginality and Informal Economic Activities: immigrant
entrepreneurship in the Netherlands
PAOLO BARBESINO and FABIO QUAASSOLI (UK): Recasting Exclusion/Social Networks,
Communication and Inclusion Among Migrants in Milan
CHING LIN PANG (Belgium): Small Migration Systems and Potential Exclusion in the State Policy.
The Case of the Chinese in Belgium
TAHIR ERMAM and NESLINAN TURAN (Turkey/Austria): The Role of Neighbourhood in the
Inclusion/Exclusion of Migrants: a comparative study of Turkish Immigrants in Vienna,
Austria and Turkish rural-to-urban migrants in Ankara
CHRISTIAN BROER (Holland): Living With Two Countries: the changing social position of
Surinamese returnees

Thursday 28th August  4:00 - 5:30
Session 3: Immigration and the Renewal of Citizenship and National Identities
MIKAEL HJERM (Sweden): National Identity in a Comparative Perspective
ADRIAN FAYELL (Netherlands): Paradoxes of Xenophobia and Neo-Nationalism in European
Politics
ISABELLE VAN DER GEJUCHTE and BETH GINSBURG (UK): Perceptions of Visible Ethnic
Minorities in British Television Drama - case study, Eastenders
LORETA KUZMICKAIT (Lithuania): Attitudes toward Migration and National Self-Identification in
Modern Lithuania
DARIO MELOSSI and MONIA GIOVANETTI (Italy): Sentiments Toward Immigration and Europe in
Emilia-Romagna: first results of a survey

Friday 29th August  10:45 - 12:15
Session 4: Migrants, Political Mobilisation and Ethnic Conflict (Part 1)
MARTIN SCHAIN (USA): The National Front and the Politicization of Immigration in France
CHRISTINE BARATS (France): The Presidential Treatment of Immigration in France (1981-1995)
GAIA DANESI (France): Migrant Associations and Social Networks in the South of Europe: participation beyond citizenship?
ENRICO PUGLIESE and MARIA IMMACOLATA (Italy): Joining the Fortress Europe: implications of the restrictive Italian Immigration Policy.

Friday 29th August 4:00 - 5:30
Session 5: ‘Fortress Europe’: Myth or Reality?
JEFF HUYSAMS (UK): European Polyphony? Politicising Strangers in the EU
DAVE RUSSEL and MARK MITCHELL (UK): New Security Politics and the European Immigration Regime
MINAS SAMATAS (Greece): The Schengen Surveyland: the inclusionary and exclusionary impact of the Schengen agreement vis-a-vis a pan-European Union
DANIELE PETROSOINO (Italy): The Immigration Policies and the Border Condition of Italy

Saturday 30th August 9:00 - 10:30
Session 6: Migrants, Political Mobilisation and Ethnic Conflict (Part 2)
JOHN BRADY (Germany): Dangerous Foreigners: the exclusionary discourse of threat in the Germany immigrant public sphere
MARC SWINGEDOUW and LIEVEN DE RYCKE (Netherlands): Experienced Discrimination Among Moroccan Immigrants in Brussels Compared to Turkish Immigrants and Low-Educated Belgians

STREAM 4C GLOBALIZATION, TECHNOLOGIES, ENVIRONMENTS & FUTURES
Room 6.348
Convenor: DENIS O’HEARN (Ireland)

Chair: MAARTEN MENTZEL (Netherlands)
Wednesday 27th August 4:00 - 5:30
Session 1: Globalization and Environment
LEONARDAS RINKEVICIUS (Lithuania): The Greening of Lithuanian Industry
ANDREAS MISSEBACH (Switzerland): Global Environmental Change and International Regulation
MARIA TYSIACHNOUK (Russia): Russian and US Environmentalists
ANA MARIA VENTURA (Portugal): Farmers and the Environment

Session 2 - Cancelled
Thursday 28th August  4:00 - 5:30
Session 3: A Changing Europe: modes of integration and reintegration
Chair:  DENIS O’HEARN (Northern Ireland)
KRAINSTA LOOGMA (Estonia): Estonia’s Future Development Scenarios
GERALD BOUCHER (Ireland): The Small Island Scarcely Heard: Ireland’s Integrations and Identities
ERIKA MALESEVIC (Yugoslavia): Technical Progress as a Factor of Transition in Post-socialist Societies
MICHAEL EVE (Italy): Delocalization in the Textile and Clothing Industry
EMER O’HAGEN (N.Ireland): The Bi-polarisation of European Working Environments

Friday 29th August  10:45 - 12:15
Session 4: Knowledge, Expertise, and Democracy
Chair:  JAMES GOODMAN (Australia)
CHRISTIAN SUTER (Switzerland): The Translation of Expert Knowledge into Public Language
MICHAEL HARDEY (UK): Innovation, Practice and the World-wide Web
KIMMO SAARISTO (Finland): Trust Never Sleeps
DANIEL HARRISON (USA): Not a Valid Action Here: private security past and present

Friday 29th August  4:00 - 5:00
Session 5: Knowledge Diffusion and Cultural Unity
Chair:  CHRISTIAN SUTER (Switzerland)
RAIMO BLOM (Finland): Information Work and Status Differentiation
JAIME ANDREU ABELA (Spain): New Sources of Social Investigation Through the Internet

THEME 5: EUROPEAN PROCESSES, BOUNDARIES AND INSTITUTIONS

STREAM 5A:  EAST MEETS WEST
Room 5B.111  Convenors: DAVID LANE (UK) and VADIM VOLKOV (Russia)

Wednesday 27th August  4.00-5.30
Session 1
ADAM BURGESS (UK): The Civil West and the Uncivil East
VICTOR PASINSCHENKO (UK): Civil Society in the Post-Soviet Countries: problems of inclusion in the European context
OLEG KHARKHORDIN K (Russia): The Compatibility of Western and Eastern Cultural Traditions: Orthodox Christianity and Civil Society
ELIZABETH TEAGUE (Netherlands): Citizenship Issues in the Newly Independent Societies
GILLES VERPRAET (France): Urban Partnership, Corporate Strategy and forms of Democracy
Thursday 28th August 10.45-12.15

Session 2

WILLFRIED SPOHN (USA): Modernisation Patterns and Social Transformation in Postcommunist Europe: Germany, Poland and Russia in Comparison

VADIM RADAEV (Russia): The Decline of Western Liberalism and the Cycles of Economic Policy in Russia

JANET P. STAMATEL (USA): Leaders or Followers? Assessing the uniqueness of the transition in Eastern Europe

JOGAILA TAMOŠAITIS (Lithuania): The Transitional Period - the impact on social-economic life in Lithuania

CLAIRE WALLACE (Austria): Who is for Capitalism, Who is for Communism? Attitudes towards economic change in post-communist Eastern Europe

Thursday 28th August 4.00 - 5.30

Session 3

OLEG BILOUKHA (USA): Factors Influencing Awareness and Internalisation of Western Standards of Body Image among Ukrainian Women

BETTINA VAN HOVEN (UK): Writing Women: a case for correspondence in human geographical inquiry

BARBARA FALK (UK): Reconstructing Central Europe: historical revisionism and political considerations

TONY JONES: Details to be announced

STREAM 5B: SOCIAL RIGHTS AND ECONOMIC POWERS
Room LTB.1

Convenor: DANIEL BERTAUX (France)

Wednesday 27th August 4.00-5.30

Session 1

DANIEL BERTAUX (France): After Social Rights, Political Rights: how far could go the on-going ‘Roll-Back’

WILLEM HULSINK (UK): Universal Service Provision in an Integrated Europe: reconciling social goals in a competitive telecommunication industry

PETER NEWMAN (France) and GILLES VERPRAET (France): Partenariats urbains, Corporations et Formes de Democratie

TIMO PIRAINEN (Finland): From Status to Class: the fall of Soviet socialists and the emergence of a class society

STREAM 5C: EUROPE OF THE REGIONS
Room 4SA.6.2
Convenor: GABRIELLA LAZARIDIS (UK), LOUISE ACKERS (UK)
Wednesday 27th August  4:00 - 5:30  
Session 1: Europe and Regional Policy-Making (a)  
Chair: **Gabriella Lazarides** (UK)  
Maura Adshead (UK): From Exclusion to Inclusion: the state of regional policy in Ireland  
Rachael Jones (UK): Regional Participation in Spanish European Policy: implications for the level of state autonomy  
Susan Grimm (Germany): Investment in Human Capital, Technology Policy and Regional Development in Member Countries of the European Union  
Susana Borras Aloomar (Denmark): Multi-level Governance and Regional Participation in the Cohesion Fund  
**Discussant:** Rohit Barot (UK)  

Thursday 28th August 10:45 - 12:15  
Session 2: Europe and Regional Policy-Making (b)  
Chair: **John Loughlin** (UK)  
Anna Gaid (UK): Applications of the subsidiarity principle in European Cultural Policy  
Maria Petmesidou (Greece): Regional/local labour markets and employment policies. Greece’s response to EU initiatives  
Gyorgy Eger (Hungary): Regions and Regional Co-operation in Central Europe  
Gyorgy Enyedi (Hungary): Regional Split and/or Regional Integration in Central Europe  
**Discussant:** Alex Wright (UK)  

Thursday 28th August 4:00 - 5:30  
Session 3: Nationality, Culture and Identity  
Chair: **Maria Petmesidou** (Greece)  
Alex Wright (Scotland): The Europeanisation of Scotland  
Pierre-Philippe Fraiture (UK): La Marche Blanche: the depolarisation of the Belgian National identity  
Nergis Canepe (Canada): Citizens versus Permanent Guests: cultural memory and citizenship laws in a reunified Germany  
Daniel Blanch (Spain): The Three Historic Regions of Spain: political perspectives for Catalunya, Euskadi and Galicia  
**Discussant:** Agnes Utasi (Hungary)  

Friday 29th August 10:45 - 12:15  
Session 4: European Integration and Identity  
Chair: **Francisco Entrena** (Spain)  
Agnes Utasi (Hungary): Religions, Regions and Cultural Reproduction in Hungary  
Jose Machado Pais (Portugal): Historical Consciousness and Identities among European Adolescents: between past and future  
Torecuao Perez de Guzman (Spain): Dialects and Collective Identities: Valencian country and Andalucia  
Papers Circulated:
LINDSAY SPEAR (UK): Dimensions of Difference within Circles of Influence: migrant women and identity in the EU

**Discussant:** Lindsay Spear (UK)

---

**Friday 29th August 4:00 - 5:30**

**Session 5: Migration and Policy in Southern Europe**

**Chair:** CLAIRE WALLACE (Austria)

THEODOROS PAPADOPOULOS (UK): Welfare Support for Intra-European Migrants

CHARLES BETTY and MICHAEL CAHILL (UK): From British Expatriates to European Citizens: the older migrant communities in the Spanish coastal areas

EVANGELIA TASTSOGLOU and KRISHNA-AHOOJA-PATEL (Canada): Migrant and Minority Women in the Labour Markets of the European South

FRANCISCO ENTRENA (Spain): Old and New Paradigms of Rurality: the Spanish case

**Papers Circulated:**

KAREN O'REILLY (UK): Migration and the Experience of Ageing in a Whole New Context: British on the Costa del Sol

FAISAL DALY and ROHIT BAROT (UK): The Impact of Racism on Tunisian Migrant Workers in Modena, Italy

**Discussant:** Karen O'Reilly (UK)

---

**STREAM 5D**

**EUROPE IN PROCESS: SOCIAL MOVEMENTS**

**Room LTB 3**

**Convenors:** PAUL STATHAM (Germany)

PAUL BAGGULEY (UK)

---

**Wednesday 27th August 4:00 - 5:30**

**Session 1: Social Movement Theory and Practice 1**

**Chairs:** PAUL BAGGULEY (UK) and PAUL STATHAM (Germany)

TODD LANDMAN (Austria): The Political Effects of Social Movements

COLIN BARKER (UK) and GARETH DALE (UK): Class Will Out? Some Remarks on Social Movements in Europe

RAFAEL AJANGIZ (Spain): The Impact of the Insumision Mobilisation onto the Political Parties

---

**Thursday 28th August 10:45 - 12:15**

**Session 2: The State and Social Movements**

**Chair:** MARIO DIANI (UK)

MARCO GIUGNI and FLORENCE PASSY (USA): The Co-operation between Social Movements and the State

DOMINIQUE WISLER and JOSE BARRANCO (Switzerland): Social Movements and State Repression: the impact of protest waves and radicalisation process

---
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ABBY PETERSEN (Sweden) and HAKAN THOERN (Sweden): The Challenge of Transnational Social Movements to the Sovereign State

Thursday 28th August  4:00 - 5:30
Session 3 : Ethnic Mobilisation, National Identity and Xenophobia
Chair: ABBY PETERSEN (Sweden)
PAUL STATHAM (Germany): Mobilisation around Ethnic Difference, Citizenship Rights and State Policy Outcomes: contrasting the national cases of Britain and Italy
RUNE SANDER HALVORSEN (Norway): Collective Action by Norwegian Travellers
ANTONIO FAMIGLIETTI (UK) and ANTIMO FARRO (Italy): Xenophobic Mobilisations in Italian Metropolitan Areas

Friday 29th August  10:45 - 12:15
Session 4 : Post-Communism and Social Movements in the Balkans
Chair: CHRIS ROOTES (UK)
BRONISLAW MISZTAL: Two Movements and Their Identity Politics: solidarity and militant solidarity in Poland
DAVID SEDDON: The Politics of Reform and the Reform of Politics: Albania in the 1990s
HAJDEJA IGIC (SLOVENIA): Personal Networks and Collective Identities: formation of symbolic ties in the former Yugoslavia in the Late 1980s

Friday 29th August  4:00 - 5:30
Session 5 : Environmental Movements
Chair: DIETER RUCHT (Germany)
OERNULF SEIPPEL (Norway): Environmentalism: Class Interests, Modern Values for Postmodern Feelings?
BRIAN DOHERTY UK): Tactical Innovation and the Protest Repertoire in the Radical Ecology Movement Britain
LEENA SUOPAJARVI (Finland): Environmental Conflicts in Finnish Lapland: actors strategies and media discourse

Saturday 30th August  9:00 - 10:30
Session 6 : Social Movements Theory and Practice 2
Chairs: PAUL BAGGULEY (Austria) and PAUL STATHAM (Germany)
MARIO DIANI (UK): Social Movements and Social Capital
CHRIS ROOTES (UK): The Transformation of Environmental Activism
DIETER RUCHT (Germany): Voices from the Fringe: Protests of Marginalized Groups in Germany

List of Tabled Papers:
INAKI BARCENA (Spain) and PEDRO IBARRA (Spain): New Action Repertoires in the Basque Country’s Ecologist Movement (session 5)
DAMIAN TAMBINI (Germany): The Northern Leagues, Xenophobia and Collective Action (session 3)
KIMMO SAARISTO (Finland): The Counter Expertise of Social Movements (session 1)
MARILENA SIMITIS (UK): The Transformation of the Greek Ecological Movement: from new social movements to pressure group politics (session 5)
MICHEL PEILLON (Ireland): Protest as a Sign: collective protest in Ireland (session 1)
ROBERT GIBB (UK): How to Combat the Far Right in Europe?: the politics of identity in a French anti-racist movement (session 3)
LUIS RAMIRO FERNANDEZ (Italy): The Links Between Social Movements and Parties: some evidence from the Spanish case (session 2)

STREAM 5E
Room 4.336
Democracy in Europe: Institutions and Citizenship
Convenors: MARLIS BUCHMANN (Switzerland), KLAUS EDER (Germany), OLIVER SCHMIDTKE (Germany)

Wednesday 27th August 4:00 - 5:30
Session 1: Processes of Democratization and the Emergence of Civil Society in Eastern Europe
IRENA BOUTENKO (Russia): The (Re)emergence of Civil Society Institutions in Eastern Europe and Sociologists
LILIANA CICKARIC (Yugoslavia): Students’ Movement in 1996/7 in Serbia
JANINA FRENTZEL-ZAGORSKA (Czech Republic): The Forming of a Democratic Political Scene in Central Europe
Discussant: Peter Kraus (Germany)

Thursday 28th August 10:45 - 12:15
Session 2: Cultural Identities, Citizenship and the Challenge of Political Integration in Europe
PETER KRAUS (Germany): Cultural Pluralism, Citizenship and Political Integration in the EU
JAVIER MORENO-FUENTES (Spain): Some Considerations on Immigration, Citizenship and their Role in the Democratization of the Euro-Polity
DAMIAN TAMBINI (Germany): A Theoretical Framework for Research
Discussant: Oliver Schmidtke (Germany)

Thursday 28th August 4:00 - 5:30
Session 3: The Need for Institutional Reform
JAMES GOODMAN (Australia): The European Union: reconstituting democracy beyond the nation-state
RICHARD BURCHILL (UK): Democracy and Human Rights in the Council of Europe: something for everyone
MAURIZIO BACH (Germany): The Transformation of Democracy in the European Union
Discussant: Klaus Eder (Germany)
Friday 29th August 10:45 - 12:15
Session 4: Social Exclusion in Multi-Cultural Democracies

CAROL BATECHELOR (Switzerland): The Right to Nationality in Europe: is the current legal foundation enough?
OLIVER SCHMIDTKE (Germany): Social Exclusion of Immigrants and the Challenge to Democracy in Europe
THOMAS FAIST (Germany): International Migration and Transnational Social Spaces: the Turkish German example

Discussant: Marlis Buchmann (Switzerland)

Friday 29th August 4:00 - 5:30
Session 5: Cultural Arenas and Discourses in Processes of Democratization

MANUELA DELPOS (Austria): Democracy Theory and Understanding
MATTI NIEMINEN (Finland): Discourses of Democracy and Environmental Values in Finnish Parliamentary Debate on the 1995 Land Use Legislation Reform
JOHN ROBERTS (UK): The Dialogic Encounter at Speakers’ Corner

Discussant: Paul Statham (Germany)

Contributed Papers
AYLIN GORGUN BARAN (Turkey): A Sociological Assessment of Non-governmental Initiatives within Democratization Process in Turkey
PETER HERRMANN (Ireland): The Future of the European Model of Society
GILLES VERPRAET (France): Urban Partnership, Corporate Strategy and Forms of Democracy

THEME 6: CULTURES AND IDENTITIES

STREAM 6A
Room 5A.325

SEXUAL CITIZENSHIP
Convenors: JEFFREY WEEKS (UK)
ELINA HAAVIO-MANILLA (Finland)

Wednesday 27th August 4:00 - 5:30
Session 1: Narratives of Sexual Citizenship
KEN PLUMMER (UK): The Public Story and the Private Life Dilemmas of Intimate Citizenship
MONA SINGER (Austria): Feminism, Situated Knowledge and Questions of Cultural Identity
ALLANAH RYAN (Greece): Safe Sexual Freedom: an invented morality in an age of risk

Thursday 28th August 10:45 - 12:15
Session 2: Engendering Sexual Citizenship
ILSA LOTTES (USA): The Status of Women and their Sexual and Reproductive Rights
GRANDSKOVA IOULLIA (Russia): Gender Aspects of the ‘Re-establishment of Tradition’ in Russia
NEFISE BULGUK (TURKEY): Cultural Codes and Sexual Difference in Sport
Thursday 28th August 4:00 - 5:30
Session 3: Producing Heterosexual Citizenship
KSENJA SAVIN, VESNA KORAC, V. CUSIC, I. SIMOVIC-HIBER, S. FAJGELJ (Yugoslavia): The Sexual Identity of Young People in Belgrade
RACHEL THOMSON, JANET HOLLAND (UK): This Discourse Ain’t Big Enough for the Two of Us: contesting stories of first heterosex
MICHAEL MORGAN (Ireland): The New Genetics and Sexual Behaviour

Friday 29th August 10:45 - 12:15
Session 4: Homosexual Citizenship - and Beyond
MATTHEW WAITES (UK): Rethinking (Homo)ssexual Citizenship: Wolfenden, Decriminalisation and the ‘Permissive Moment’
JUDIT TAKACS (Hungary): Searching for the Homosexual Subject in Hungary
THEO SANDFORT (Netherlands): Integration and Segregation Among Dutch Gays and Lesbians
HENNING BECH (Holland): Fin de Siècle Sexualities of the West: the disappearance of the modern homosexual and the queer

Friday 29th August 4:00 - 5:30
Session 5: Love, Sex and Postmodern Belongings
CATHERINE DONOVAN, BRIAN HEAPHY and JEFFREY WEEKS (UK): Citizenship and Same Sex Relationships: Politics, Power and Participation
JUDITH SCHUYF (Netherlands): Homosexuality and Citizenship in the Netherlands: lost in postmodernisms?
ELINA HAARIO-MANNILA (Finland): Consecutive and Parallel Sexual Relations
DON SLATER (UK): Trading Sex-pics on IRC: an ethnography of an internet

STREAM 6B CULTURAL IDENTITIES AND HOMOGENISATION?
Room LTB.9
Convenors: KITTY VERRIPS (Holland)
PETER VIHALEMN (Estonia)

Wednesday 27th August 4:00 - 5:30
Session 1: Theories of Cultural Identity Formation
Chair: PETER VIHALEMN (Austria)
MAX PREGLAU (Austria): Postmodernization of the Self: Some Empirical Evidence
MAURIZIO BONOLIS (Italy): Adorno or Gusfield? An Interpretative Dilemma Concerning Social Integration
RAIVO VETIK (Estonia): A Semiotic Model of Ethnic Identity and Conflict
K. EPSKAMP (Netherlands): Cultural Identity: mask or true face
Thursday 28th August  10:45 - 12:15
Session 2: Media and Cultural Identities

Chair: TBA
Breda Luthar (Slovenia): Cultural Fundamentalism of the Tabloid Culture
Chryssoula Constantopoulos (Greece): Media and Modern Myth: the ‘other’ is not where we believe
Emine Nuran Yavuz (Turkey): Narratives of Urban Migrancy in the Turkish Cinema
Anja Weiss (Germany): Identity Politics Without Collective Identity? The Paradox of White German Anti-racists

Thursday 28th August  4:00 - 5:30
Session 3: Traditional Identities and Homogenisation

Chair: Daniele Conversi (Italy)
Eri Berg (Estonia): Identity Options of Russian Old Believers in Estonia
Marian Kempny (Poland): Traditions and Globalization: old or new cultural exclusions
Gyorgyi Bindorffer (Hungary): No Language, No Ethnicity?
Margarida Lima de Faria (Portugal): Where is the Bairrismo of the People From Aveiro?
Klara Winiczai (Hungary): Hegemony of German Identity and System of Values in a Hungarian Village
Suzan Ilcan (Canada): Changing Places: the culture of gender, space and household living

Friday 29th August  10:45 - 12:15
Session 4: The Cultural Integration of Migrants & Minorities

Chair: Bernard Kruthof (Netherlands)
Mariangela Veikou (Greece): How Immigrants’ Cultural Identification Works: Albanians in Athens
Sylvia Supper (Austria): Attitudes Towards Education, Identity and Culture and their Implications: migrant Romani children in Austria
Ewa Nowicka (Poland): Exclusion or Inclusion: education for Roma children in Poland
Floriane Azoulay (Germany): Nationality law in Germany after the Reunifications: the democratic challenge and ethnic legislation
Dominic Malcom (UK): British Racial Minority Participation in Cricket: class and empire relations
Katarzyna Warminska (Poland): Homogenisation and Differentiation: the cultural identity of Polish Tartars
Friday 29th August 4:00 - 5:30

Session 5: Changing National Identities and the State

Chair: Marju Lauristin (Estonia)
Emma Clarence (UK): Change of Government - change of identity? The Conservative and Labour ideas of Britishness
Michele Dowling (UK): 'Not Merely Free But Gaelic as Well: the creation of an exclusionary Irish identity
Triin Vihaemm (Estonia): Have the Post-socialist Transitions Multiplied or Homogenised Cultural Differences and Identities? Changes in the Mentality of Russian Immigrants in Estonia
Irena Juozeliuniene (Lithuania): National Identity in Lithuania: homogenisation or dialogue?
Anele Vosylute (Lithuania): Searching For a New Identity: the case of the Visagines residents
Janko Makarovici (Slovenia): From Perception to Achievement
Maria Szmeja (Poland): National Identity: the case of Silesia

Saturday 30th August 9:00 - 10:30

Session 6: Europe and Transnational Identity Formation: Exclusion and Inclusion

Chair: Kitty Verrips (Netherlands)
Tom W. Smith (USA): National, Sub-national and Supra-national Identities in Europe
Matko Mestrovic (Croatia): Is Europe European?
Ton Korver (Netherlands): Community versus Society in Europe
Pascale Dorenbout (Germany): Processes of Social Identity Formation and Expression: nationality, identity, bilingualism
Adam Grover (Australia): Identity and Identification: two aspects of identity formation in contemporary Europe
Nessa Winston (Ireland): Experiencing the System: social identification in the European Union

STREAM 6C

EUROPEAN VALUES IN TRANSITION

Convenors: Stefan Svallfors (Sweden)
Peter Taylor-Gooby (UK)

Wednesday 27th August 4:00 - 5:30

Session 1

Introduction

Announcement of Contributed Papers

Zsuzsa Ferger (Hungary): And What if the State Fades Away? The civilising process and the state

Thursday 28th August 10:45 - 12:15

Session 2
**Chair:** Stefan Svallfors (Sweden)

**Helena Blomberg** and **Christian Kroll** (Finland): Who Wants to Preserve the ‘Scandinavian Service State’ in the 90s? The Development of Attitudes towards Public Social Services among the People and Municipal Government Elites in Finland 1992-96

**Jorgen Goul Andersen** (Denmark): Changing Labour Markets, New Social Divisions and Welfare State Support: Denmark in the 1990s

**Krzysztof Zagorski** (Poland): The Impact of Egalitarianism and Perceptions of Conflicts on Economic Attitudes in Poland

**Discussant:** Jens Alber (Germany)

---

**Thursday 28th August 4:00 - 5:30 Session 3**

**Chair:** Peter Taylor-Gooby (UK)

**Stefan Svallfors** (Sweden): The Middle Class and Welfare State Retrenchment: attitudes to Swedish welfare policies

**Jonas Edlund** (Sweden): Progressive Taxation Farewell? Attitudes to Progressive Taxation in Sweden, Great Britain and the United States

**Pauli Forma** (Finland): Does the Model Matter? The Impact of Social Policy Outcomes to Public Opinion

**Discussant:** Olli Kangas (Finland)

---

**Friday 29th August 10:45 - 12:15 Session 4**

**Chair:** Stefan Svallfors (Sweden)

**Olli Kangas** (Finland): Need, Citizenship or Merit? Public Opinion on Pension Policy in Australia, Finland and Poland

**Michael Wearing** (Australia) and **George Matheson**: Comparing the Welfare State Cultures of Australia and Europe: social wage distribution, egalitarian populism and political participation in advanced welfare states

**Brigita Zepa** (Latvia): Changes of Values in Transition Society

**Discussant:** Krzysztof Zagorski (Poland)

---

**Friday 29th August 4:00 - 5:30 Session 5**

**Chair:** Peter Taylor-Gooby (UK)

**Josette Gevers** and **Loek Halman** (Netherlands): Exploring National Varieties in Individualism

**Gert Pickel** (Germany): Value Change in Western and Eastern Europe - Comparative Ideas of Family Values, Religion and Politics

**J.F.A. Braster** (Netherlands) and **M.M. Del Pozo Andries**: Conformity, Religion and Education in Sixteen Western Industrialised countries, 1980-1990

**Discussant:** Jorgen Goul Andersen (Denmark)
Saturday 30th August 9:00 - 10:30

**Session 6**

**Chair:** STEFAN SVALLFORS (Sweden)

ANTHONY ABELA (Malta): Citizenship in Malta: a European values perspective

JEREMY KEARNEY, KEITH PRINGLE, SHEILA QUAIL and CHERRIE STUBBS (UK): Fatherhood in Transition

ANNE SKEVIK (UK): Norwegian Discourses on Lone Motherhood

**Discussant:** Zsuzsa Ferge (Hungary)

---

**Contribution Papers:**

GIOVANNI DELL ZOTTI and LUIGI PELLIZZONI (Italy): Between Knowledge, Affect and Experience: young people and Europe. Some results from an Italian pilot study

PABLO JAUREGUI (Italy): ‘Nationalism’, ‘Europeanism’ and ‘Humanism’: a process-sociological perspective

VILMANTE LIUBINIESE (Lithuania): Transition of Values in Lithuania

KATARINA STENBERG (Sweden): Child Rearing Values in the Modern Era

---

**Room LTB.2**

**OPEN STREAM**

**Convenors:** ANDREW CANESSA (UK), COLIN SAMSON (UK)

---

**Wednesday 27th August 4:00 - 5:30**

**Session 1: Gender, Patriarchy and Employment**

SABINE GENSIOR (Germany): Gender Division of Labour and employment Patterns in the Former GDR: Conditions and Preconditions of ‘Social Citizenship en East Germany

RAY THOMAS (UK): Defining Unemployment - According to the ILO

MILICA MARCOVIC (Australia): European Immigrants and the Labour Market: A Case Study of Women from the Former Yugoslavia

ANNA KOUHANDARAKI (Greece): Identity in the Semi-Periphery: The Case of the Greek Trade Union Movement

---

**Thursday 28th August 10.45 - 12.15**

**Session 2: Being and Belonging**

ARBUSKAITE ARUNE LUCIJA: Features of Self-determination of Russians in the Independent Lithuania

CLARE FARQUHAR (UK): 20th Century Europe: Inclusions/Exclusions

JUKKA LEHTONEN (Finland): Constructing Heterosexual Citizenship in School

DANIELE PETROSIINO (Italy): Ethnonationalism and Racism: Where is the Difference?

ANDRZEJ ZIOLKOWSKI (Austria): Religion, Professionalism, and Exclusion: The Roman Catholic Church of Poland

NIRMAL PUWAR (UK): Ethnic Minorities as Elites in the British State
Thursday 28th August 4.00 - 5.30
Session 3: Social Policy and Citizenship
SARI HYVÄRINEN & SIRKA SINIKKONEN (Finland): Elderly Care in Transition in the Finnish Welfare State - A Gender Issue Perspective
PETER HERRMANN (Austria): Social Construction of Poverty
KATJA FORSSEN (Finland): Decentralisation of Decision-making: The Case of Payment Policies for Children’s Daycare
DELILA AMIR (Israel): Contraceptive Use as an Affiliative Requirement

Friday 29th August 10.45 - 12.15
Session 4: Employment and Unemployment
JEAN-PIERRE TABIN (Switzerland): The Problematic of Exclusion from the Point of View of the Welfare State in Switzerland: The Example of Unemployment
PAUL IGANSKI & GEOFF PAYNE (UK): Racial Stratification and De-industrialisation: Britain in Europe
RICHARD LAYTE (UK): The Effect of Early Unemployment Spells on Later Life: A Cross-national Comparison
JENNIFER JARMAN (Canada) AND ROBERT BLACKBURN (UK): National patterns of Gender Segregation and Inequality

Friday 29th August 4.00 - 5.30
Session 5: Life Stories and Life Experiences
SERGEY ROSHDESTVENSKY (Russia): Formalising Life Story Information by Qualitative Methods
PIRKKOLISA AHPOEN (Finland): To Transcend One’s Restrictions, to become a Hero of One’s Own Life - Researching Biographies of Winners of Exclusions
RENE KOKANOVIC (Australia): Intellectual Migration and Identity
BARBARA RISMAN & MYRA MCCREERY (USA): Feminist Consciousness and Gender Ideology Among Russian Activist Women

Saturday 30th August 9.00 - 10.30
Session 6: Global Processes? Globalisation and (post)modernity? Integration and Globalisation
CHRIS GIFFORD (UK): Conceptualising Power in an Integrated Europe
ALBENA YANEVA (France): The Instruction of Use: A Technological Challenge to the Modern Culture
IHSAN SEZAL (Turkey): Globalisation: Conflicts and Convergencies
PATRICK ZILTENER (Switzerland): The Relaunch of European Integration: Explaining the Single European Act as a Package Deal
Wednesday 27th August 4:00 - 5:30

**Session 1 : Introductory Session**

**DANIEL BERTAUX** and **CATHERINE DELCROIX** (France): From Family Case Histories to Sociological Insights about Processes of Mobility

**BOB MILLER** (N Ireland): Against the Impending Stagnation of the Biographical Perspective: cohort generation and other concepts

**ELENA MESCHERKINA** (Russia): Russian Biography: more questions than answers

**J.P. ROOS** (FINLAND): Reality or Nothing! False Memory and Repression in Life Stories

---

Thursday 28th August 10:45 - 12:15

**Session 2 : Political Aspects in Life Stories**

**BARBARA MILLER** (Scotland): Redefining the Biography of an Informer Through the Stasi Files

**ELENA ZDRAVOMYSLOVA** (Russia): Reconstruction of Quasi-Public Space in Soviet Society - Saigon Biographies

**AI LI AARELAID-TART** (Estonia): Estonian-minded Communists as Marginals

**ILONA CHRISTL** (Czech R.): The Story of the Charter 77 as a Story of Exclusion

---

Thursday 28th August 4:00 - 5:30

**Session 3 : Comparative Perspectives on Russian Biographies**

**VIKTORIA SEMYONOVA** (Russia): Broken Biographies. The Impact of Cultural Gap on Individual Life

**KATERINA FOTEeva** (Canada): Private Space and Self-Identity: the case of the ‘Alien classes’ in Stalin’s Times

**ANNA ROTKIRCH** (Finland): Transmission of Sexual Knowledge in the Soviet Union and Finland

**TOMMI HOIKKALA** (Finland): Ajosha and Anneli: Emotional quality and modes of worrying about children in Russia and Finland

---

Friday 29th August 10:45 - 12:15

**Session 4 : Migration, Organizational Change**

**OLAF STRUCK-MOBBECK** (Germany): Inclusions and Exclusions in a Biographical Perspective. Coping Strategies in a Time of Social Change

**KATARINA BRATTEN** (Sweden): A Time-Geographical Perspective on the Biographies of Young Immigrants in Sweden

**ROSWITHA BRECKNER** (Germany): The Meaning of ‘History’ in European East-West Migration Biographies

**URSULA HOLTGREWE and GABRIELE WAGNER** (Germany): Organizational and Biographical Change: transformations of inclusion
Friday 29th August 4:00 - 5:30

Session 5: Individualization and Age

ROBIN HUMPHREY (UK): Ageing and Context: from individuals to group biographies
ANN NILSEN (Norway): Young People’s Expectations for the Future: a biographical approach
JUTTA KERN (Austria): Traditionalization and Segmentation - two ways of constructing a single’s life biographically
KALLE HAATANEN (Finland): Communitarianism, Identity and New Communities

Saturday 30th August 9:00 - 10:30

Session 6: Poverty, Oral History

KAZIMIERA WODZ (Poland): Families Facing ‘Old’ and ‘New’ Poverty - Two Case Studies From Poland
ZUZANA KUSA (Slovakia): Topics of Inequality and Exclusion in Poor People’s Family Histories
SLADANA DJURIC (Yugoslavia): Autobiography in Research on the Traditional Forms of Marriage. An Autobiography of a Deceived Husband

Room 5B.111A

RESEARCH NETWORK 2
YOUTH AND GENERATION IN EUROPE

Convenor: JEAN CHARLES LAGREE (UK)

Wednesday 27th August 4:00 - 5.30

Session 1: Youth Gangs, Youth Delinquency

TOM COCKBURN (UK): Governance, Young People and Regeneration
TAPIO KUURE (Finland): No More Commitment. New Flexible Group Formations at the Margins
PETER SAK (Czech Republic): Drugs and Values - Generational Aspects
NIKOS GOUSGOUNIS (Greece): Anomy and Alienation: Violence and Knowledge in Youth’s subcultures
KOYACS LASZLO (Romania): The Effects of Globalisation in the Society of Transition Upon the Life-Style of Youngsters

Thursday 28th August 11:00 - 12:30

Session 2: Education, Insertion, Transition to Labour Market

J.F. GUILLAUME & HUGUES NANDRIN (Belgium): Professional Insertion Regarding Generations
KARIN SANDERS & HENK BECKER (Netherlands): Differences Between the Lost Generation in Major Subject of Education
FRANCIS BAILLEAU (France): Youth, a Social Construct
KEN ROBERTS (UK): Traders and Mafiosi: Self Employment Among Young People in Former Communist Countries
Thursday 28th August  4:00 - 5:30
E. STINA LYON & MIKE HICKOX (UK): Vocationalism and Schooling: the British and Swedish experiences compared
FARUK KOCAÇIK & GONUL ICLI (Turkey): The Sociological Approach to the Candidates for Teaching
GARRY POLLOCK (UK): Education, Employment and Inequality in Britain since 1940
MARIJA DAN-ENIKO VERESS (Romania): Inequalities in Higher Education in Romania

-------------------------
Friday 29th August  11:00 - 12.30
Session 3 : Generation and Change
CARMEN LECCARDI (Italy): The Change of Intergenerational Relations in Republica Italy 1945-1997
S. KOVATCHева (Bulgaria): Restructuring Age Relations in East-European Societies: the young unemployed and their parents
IRINA KHАRЧENKO (Russia): Changes in Life Intentions of Urban High School Seniors
HELENA MESHKOVA (Russia): Cross-Cultural Dialogue:

Friday 29th August  4:00 - 5.30
A. WEIDACHER and CHRISTIAN ALT (Germany): Generational Differences in the Choice and Construction of Life Forms in Modern Industrialized Societies
HELENA HELVE (Finland): Values and Citizenship
MARIJA TZANI (Greece): The National Self and the National Order
IRINA JOURAVLEVA (Russia): The Russian Youth and Environment
JEAN CHARLES LAGREE (France): Les Valeurs des Jeunes Européens

-----------------------------
Saturday 30th August  9.00 - 10.30
Session 4 : Generation Effect on Society
BETTINA PIKO (Hungary): Inequalities in Adolescence: Is socioeconomic status an objective or a subjective phenomenon?
EIBEN OTTO (Hungary): Growth and Maturation of the Young Generation in Eastern Central Europe
NURGUN OKTIK (Turkey): Effects of University Students to Turkish Society in 20th Century
MIKK TITMA & REUN MURAKAS (Estonia): Market Reform and Inequalities in Income
GERT PICKEL (Germany): How Strong is the Political Support of the Democratic System of Young Germans in West and East Germany?
Wednesday 27th August  4.00-5.30  
Session 1 : Theory  
Chair: KAJ ILLMONEN (Finland)  
ROBERTA SASSATELLI (UK): Bringing Back the Theory of Value to Sociology  
DAVID SKINNER (UK): Utility and Consumption  
CHRISTIANE BENDER: Critical Points in McDonaldization Thesis  
DON SLATER(UK): Critical Aspects in the Sociology of Consumption 

---

Thursday 28th August  10.45-12.15  
Session 2: Theory (contd.)  
Chair: EIVIND STV (Norway)  
DIETER BAGENHOLD & WERNER PETROWSKY: Consumption between Homogenisation and Differentiation  
ELFIE MIKLAUTZ (Austria): Consumption as a Cultural Action: gift giving  
KAJ ILLMONEN (Finland): Consumption as Routine  

Food & Eating  
KAREN DUNLEAVY & LYDIA MAARTENS (UK): Eating Out is ‘Special’  
ALAN WARDE (UK): Status Competition and Dining Out  

---

Thursday 28th August  4.00 - 5.30  
Session 3: Food & Eating (contd.)  
Chair: LYDIA MAARTENS (UK)  
ELIZABETH FURST (Norway): Eating and Everyday Life in the Nordic Countries  
PER OTNES: There is a Free Choice Lunch  

Consumption & The Environment  
BENTE HALKIER (Denmark): Environmental Consideration in Consumption  
MARTIN O’BRIEN (UK): The Rubbish Society  

---

Thursday 28th August  6.00 - 7.30  
Session 3A: Consumption & Politics & Business Meeting  
Chair: KAJ ILLMONEN (Finland)  
CHARLOTTE LIJUNGREN: Trust and Consumption  
JUKKA GRONOW (Finland): Legitimacy and Trust in Consumption  
ADAM ARVIDSSON (Italy): The Impact of the Advertising Industry on the Italian Public Sphere 1920-1968
Friday 29th August 10.45-12.15
Session 4: Consumption & Politics (contd.)
Chair: JUKKA GRONOW (Finland)
NATAN SZNAIDER (Israel): Citizen as Soldier vs. Shopper
EIVIND STV & AYVIND HORVERAK (Norway): Consumers and Employees: common different or opposite interests

Consumption & Patterns & Social Categories
TERHI-ANNA WILSKA (UK): Consumption Styles of Young People
PAULA RANTAMAA (Finland): Ageless Consumption
LUISA LEONINI (Italy): To Consume or to Transmit

Friday 29th August: 4.00 - 5.30
Session 5: Consumptions & Patterns & Social Categories (contd.)
Chair: ROBERTA SASSATELLI (UK)
TALLY KATZ-GERRO (USA): Cultural Lifestyles and Social Classes
VIDAL DIAZ DE RADA (Spain): Consumer Behaviour and Lifestyle
ERIK BIHAGEN (Sweden): Are Patterns of Consumption Class Related?

Saturday 30th August: 9-10.30
Session 6: Various
Chair: NATAN SZNEIDER
INDREK TART (Estonia): Dynamics of Cultural Production and Consumption in the Nordic and Baltic States
SAMI KAIALO (Finland): Understanding Sunday Trading and Shopping
TURO AND KIMMI LEHTONEN (Finland): Heavily debted Consumers’ Practices of Shopping
STEPHANE FLEURY, DOMINIQUE GROS AND OLIVIER TSCHANNE (Switzerland): Consumer Patterns of Swiss Households

Room 4.311
RESEARCH NETWORK 4
FAMILIES IN EUROPE
Convener: JEAN KELLERHALS (Switzerland)

Wednesday 27th August 4:00 - 5:30
Session 1: Family Formation
MEHMET ECEVIT (Turkey): The Changing Nature of Family and Gender Relations in Rural Turkey
BEAT FUX (Switzerland): Family Change in Switzerland
RENE LEVY (Switzerland): Families, Factors of Inclusion and Exclusion
GUY MOORS (Belgium): Value Orientation and Family Formation

53
Thursday 28th August 10:45 - 12:15
Session 2: Changing Family Roles
Ulla Bjornberg (Sweden): Single Mothers in Sweden
Mogens Christoffersen (Denmark): Growing Up With Dad
Majda Cernic Istenic (Slovenia): Process of Entering First Motherhood
Erika Oinonen (Finland): Families with Children: pathways to exclusion
Maria das Dores Guerreiro (Portugal): Wives of Small Entrepreneurs in Portugal

Thursday 28th August 4:00 - 5:30
Session 3: Solidarities
Evgenia Achildieva (Russia): Non-Typical Families
Francoise Bartiaux (Belgium): The Living Arrangements of the Youth
Alice Deleme (Belgium): Social Patterns of Family Solidarities
Anne Gotman (France): Geographies Familiales et Migrations
Jean-Francois Stassen (Belgium): Les Familles et la Précarité

Friday 29th August 10:45 - 12:15
Session 4: Parenthood
Anne Cadoret (France): How to Become a Member of the Family
Mai Heide Ottosen (Denmark): Recombined Families
Anne-Dorthe Hesbaek (Denmark): Parenthood Between Tradition and Modernity
Sadar Nevenka Cernigoj (Slovenia): Quality of Life of Families
Martine Segalen (France): The Importance of Grandparenthood in Family Crisis

Friday 29th August 4:00 - 5:30
Session 5: Family and Social Problems
Martijn de Goede and A.P. Spruit (Netherlands): Problems and Youth Unemployment
Galina Osadchaya (Russia): Unemployed Families with Children
Sibel Kalaycioglu (Turkey): Job or a Servitude: a female view from below
Nina Chistokletova (Russia): The Family with a Handicap as an Object of Sociopsychological Assistance
Gunsen Tulin Igli (Turkey): Family, Marriage and Female Criminality
Room 3.322

RESEARCH NETWORK 5
ECONOMIC SOCIOLOGY
Convenor: GYORGY LENGYEL (Hungary)

Wednesday 27th August 4:00 - 5:30
Session 1: Economic Sociology: Theory, History and National Traditions
SOREN JAGD (Denmark): Max Weber and the Methodenstreit. Exploring the Methodological Foundation of Weberian Economic Sociology
VADIM RADAEV (Russia): Economic Sociology in Russia
JOCHEN THOLEN (Germany): Impacts of Modernisation and Global Competition

Thursday 28th August 10:45 - 12:15
Session 2: Economic Actors and Attitudes
ALEXANDER SURDAJ: Producing Rockefellers: the methods of privatisation in Poland and the emergence of economic elite
KRZYSZTOF ZAGORSKI (Poland): Education, Economic Status and Life Cycle of Subjective Well-being
CLAIRE WALLACE (Austria): Spending, Saving or Investing Social Capital
ISTVAN J. TOTH: Households and the Weight of the Hidden Economy in Hungary
HENK VOETS (Netherlands): Entrepreneurs’ success and failure

Room 6.345

RESEARCH NETWORK 6
MASS MEDIA AND COMMUNICATION
Convenor: PETER GOLDING (UK)

Wednesday 27th August 4:00 - 5:30
Session 1: Introduction: the Network and Future Activities

Thursday 28th August 10:45 - 12:15
Session 2
ROSELLA SAVARESE (Italy): Americanisation of Politics in Italy
JEAN CHALABY (UK): De Gaulle and the Media
CHRISTIANE EILDERS (Germany): Press Commentaries and Public Opinion

Thursday 28th August 4:00 - 5:30
Session 3
HOWARD DAVIS (UK): Restructuring Media/Theory: Inclusion of Eastern Europe
MARGIU LAURISTIN (Estonia): Media Monitoring
Friday 29th August 10:45 - 12:15
Session 4
NIKOS GOUSGOUNIS (Greece): Internet Lists and Communicative Identity
GURI METTE VESTBY (Norway): Comrades and Competitors - Computer Games
--POROVSKY (Russia): Cyberspace in Russia

Friday 29th August 4:00 - 5:30
Session 5
SEAN NIXON (UK): Professionalisation in UK Advertising
ELLEN HAZELKORN (Ireland): Strategic Development and the Irish Cultural Industries
ASKEN HAGEN and -TJORA (Norway): Nurses Performing Physicians’ Tasks Using Communication Technologies

Saturday 30th August 9:00 - 10:30
Contributed Papers:
LINA AGNOSTOU (UK): Researching Audiences in Greece
MARCEL LUBBERS (Holland): Ethnic Hierarchy in Dutch Newspapers
PETER LUDES and GEORGE SCHUTTE (Germany): Media Shift and Behaviour Patterns - USA/Germany
MARILENA LUNCA (Netherlands): Virtual Communities
JOVANKA MATIC (Serbia): TV Images of Government and Opposition in Serbia
CLEMENTE PENALVA (Spain): International News in the Local Media
LARS KJERALF PETERSEN (Denmark): Environmental Awareness on MTV
ANDREA REMENYI (Hungary): Verbal Inclusions and Exclusions
CRISTIAN STEFANESCU (Romania): Mass Media and 1996 Romanian Election and Media and Inter-Ethnic Crisis in Yugoslavia
MARISELDA TESSAROLO (Romania): Use of the Media for Citizenship for Women

Room 6.333
RESEARCH NETWORK 7
METHODS OF COMPARATIVE RESEARCH IN EUROPE (RENCORE)
Convenors: NIGEL GILBERT (UK), PETER MOHLER (Germany)

Wednesday 27th August 4:00 - 5:30
Session 1: Comparative Studies of Exclusion and Inclusion
PETER MOHLER (Germany): Nations and Identities
VERA VRATUSA-ZUNJIC (Yugoslavia): National and Social Inclusion/Exclusion in Former Yugoslavia Before the War of 1991
VESAPUURONEN (Finland): Everyday Life, Future Orientations, and Political Culture of Russian and Finnish Youth
K.E. HOWELL (UK): Discovering Integration Processes: a grounded theory approach

Thursday 28th August 10:45 - 12:15
Session 2: Cross-National Research for Policy Formulation
MICHAEL HUBERT (Belgium): Sexual Behaviour and HIV/AIDS in Europe
RAGNHILD STEEN JENSEN (Norway): ‘Regional Innovation Systems’ and Gender
KATHERINE RAKE and PAUL JOHNSON (UK): Comparisons on a Shoestring
JOHN GELISSEN (Netherlands): Intergenerational Solidarity and Support for the Elderly

Thursday 28th August 4:00 - 5:30
Session 3: Interviews and Surveys in Cross-National Research
JAMES A. DAVIS (USA), JANET HARKNESS & PETER MOHLER (Germany), TOM W. SMITH (USA): Response Scales and Equivalence in Cross-National Research
JANET HARKNESS (Germany): The Gender of R
BIRGIT JENTSCH (UK): Conducting Interviews as a Cultural and Linguistic Outsider

Friday 29th August 10:45 - 12:15
Session 4: Attitudes and Ideology Across Europe
MICHAEL BRAUN and INGWER BORG (Germany): East-West Differences in Attitude Structures Towards Female Labour-Force Participation
MARIJA KERANEN (Finland): Social Problems in Different Contexts
JORG JACOBS and GERT PICKEL (Germany): Inequality in European Comparison: methods, structures and empirical results

Friday 29th August 4:00 - 5:30
Session 5: Young People in Europe: Methods and Comparisons
KEN ROBERTS (UK): Young People in Armenia, Georgia and Ukraine
EMER SMYTH (Ireland): A Comparative Analysis of School to Work Transition Patterns and Processes in Ireland and Scotland
CLARE HOLDSWORTH (UK): Leaving Home in Britain and Spain in the 1980s

Saturday 30th August 9:00 - 10:30
Session 6: RENCORE Business Meeting
Chair: NIGEL GILBERT (UK)
Thursday 28th August 4:00 - 5:30

Session 1

R. Bosker, H. Dekkers and G. Griesen (Netherlands): Gender-specific School Careers in Secondary Education in Netherlands

Ingrid Jonsson (Sweden): Female Participation in Education in Europe

Jukka Lehtonen (Finland): Heterosexualisation Processes in the Physical School

Ari Antikainen (Finland): In Search of the Meaning of Education and Learning in Life-histories

Friday 29th August 10:45 - 12:15

Session 2

Ulrike Nagel (Germany): Pathways Towards Modernisation

Hannu Simola (Finland): From Exclusion to Self-selection: citizenship and examination in Finnish compulsory schooling from 1866 to 1966

Paul Littlewood (UK): Schooling, Exclusion and Self-exclusion

Sabine Stadler (Austria): The Development of the Austrian Educational System After the Second World War - and Specific Consideration of the Allied Policies

Friday 29th August 4:00 - 5:30

Session 3

Nikos Gousgounis (Greece): Education in the Postmodern Crossroads: ethics, values, identity formation and alienation

Tapio Aittola (Finland): Unconventional Learning Environments of Young People: reflections on late modern socialisation

Ildeko Hrubos (Hungary): Chances of Reformers: the case of Hungarian higher education

Maria Dan and Eniko Veress (Romania): Old and New Inequalities of the Higher Educational System in Romania

Peter Robert and Muriel Egerton (UK): Occupational and Educational Inheritance in Hungary and GB: the case of managers
Wednesday 27th August 4.00-5.30

**Session 1**

RALF SCHULE and CARLO JAEGGER (Germany): Sociological Contributions to Integrated Assessment

LEONARDAS RINKEVICTUS (Lithuania): Ecological Modernization and the Greening of Lithuanian Industry in the Era of Globalization

ONE PAPER

---

Thursday 28th August 10.45-12.15

**Session 2**

VICTORIA SZIRMAI (Hungary): Social Movements in the Transition to Civil Society in Central Europe

MAARTEN MENTZEL (The Netherlands): Assessing the Environment: shifting roles of research in policy processes

ONE PAPER

---

**Thursday 28th August 4.00 - 5.30**

**Session 3:**

LAST PAPERS

BUSINESS MEETING

---

**Room 5B.111**

RESEARCH NETWORK 10

SOCIOLGY OF DISASTERS

Convenor: NIKOS PETROPOULOS (Greece)

Friday 29th August 4.00 - 5.30

**Session 5: Sociology Of Disasters**

ALLA MOZGOVAYA (Russia): Local Communities under the situation of complex ecological, technological social disaster: Modern Russia

BAHATTIN AKSIT, NURAY KARANCI, EVREN BALTA AND NESE UNER (Turkey): Gender, education and status in the assessment of state built ‘disaster housing’ and other aspects of disaster management in Dinar, Turkey
Wednesday 27th August  4:00 - 5:30
Session 1: Working Class Fragmentation as a Challenge to Unionization
Chair: FRANZ TRAXLER (Austria)
B. EBBINGHAUS and J. VISSER: The Changing Trade Union Systems in Western Europe, 1945-1995
A. RICHARDS and J.G. DE POLAVIEJA: Trade Unions Unemployment and Working Class Fragmentation in Contemporary Spain
K. ILMONEN and P. JOKIVUORI: Collectivism and Individualisms. The Different Members of the Finnish Trade Union Movement

Contributed Paper:
H.J.L. VOETS: Industrial Relations and Flexibilization

Thursday 28th August  10:45 - 12:15
Session 2: Industrial Relations Systems Between Inclusion and Exclusion
Chair: BERNARD EBBINGHAUS (Germany)
F. TRAXLER: Collective Bargaining in the OECD: developments preconditions and effects
J. WICKHAM: Killing the Goose that Laid the Golden German Egg? Financial Deregulation and the Changing Preconditions of Social Inclusion
S. OSKARSDOTTIR: The Changing Structure of Collective Bargaining in Iceland
A. VATTIA: Industrial Relations in Italy: between concertation and conflict

Thursday 28th August  4:00 - 5:30
Session 3: Economic Change and its Impact on Labour Market Institutions
Chair: JAMES WICKHAM (UK)
S. PRASAD: Economic Globalization and State Regulation of Labour: a comparative view from the Asia/Pacific region
D. CORBEY, D. MALFATI and G. VAN HOOTELEM: The Internationalization in the Belgian and the Dutch Construction and the Implications of the Quality of Labour
M. STANOJEVIC: Industrial Relations in Slovenia
G. KOLEVA: The Institutions of Industrial Relations in Transition Economics: the case of Bulgaria

Contributed Papers:
H. COMPSTON: The End of National Policy Concertation? Western Europe Since the Single European Act
M. NAWOJCYK: Establishing a Private Firm in a Transforming Economy
Friday 29th August 10:45 - 12:15
Session 4: Labour Market Regulations and its Effects
Chair: FRANZ TRAXLER (Austria)
B. KITTEL: The Impact of Labour Market Institutions on Economic Performance: theoretical elegance and empirical ambiguity
J. LIND: Trade Unions and Unemployment
T. ANTITILA: Reducing and Reorganizing Working Time: The 6+6 hours model
F. HULGEN: Direct Employee Participation in Ten European Countries
Contributed Paper:
H. HVID: Development of Work and Social (Dis)integration

Friday 29th August 4:00 - 5:30
Session 5: Business Meeting of the Research Network on Industrial Relations, Labour Market Institutions and Employment

Room LTB.8
WOMEN, LABOUR MARKET AND THE WELFARE STATE
Convenors: THOMAS P. BOJE (Sweden), EVA CYBA (Austria)

Wednesday 27th August 4:00 - 5:30
Session 1: Reconciling Work and Family
JOHANNA LAMMI-TASKULA (Finland): 'New Fathers' Combining Work and Family
JANE ELLIOT (UK): Working Mothers - a Qualified Success?
L. DEN DULK, J. VAN DORNE-HUIKES & J. SCHIPPERS: The Family-Friendly Employer: an international comparison
MINNA SALMI (Finland): Combining Work and Family Life: three fields of policy and practice
R. CROMPTON & F. HARRIS (UK): Employment, Careers and Families: the significance of 'choice' and 'constraint' in women's lives

Thursday 28th August 10:45 - 12:15
Session 2: Women as Winners or Losers
Chair: ANNA KOVALAINEN (Finland)
ALEXANDRA DUKACZENSKA (Poland): Is it Still a Patriarchy? Post-communist Eastern Europe (the Case of Poland)
OLGA IVASCHENKO (Ukraine): Gender-perspective in the Ukrainian Labour Market: objectives and policy
SUNJU LEE (UK): Changing Welfare Policy and its Implications for Women’s Employment in the Transitional Period of Hungary
ILDIKO ASZTALOS-MORELL (Sweden): Women’s Participation in the Evolving Post-socialist Family Farming in Hungary
JANET P. STAMATEL (USA): Are Women ‘Losers’ in the Economic Transition in Eastern Europe: a Comparison of Poland and Hungary
BELKIS KUMBETOGLU and INCI USER (Turkey): Female Homeworkers (A Pilot Project)

Thursday 28th August 4:00 - 5:30
Session 3: Aspects of Labour Market Segregation

Chair: JANET P. STAMATEL (USA)
KEA G. TUDDEN (Holland): Are Part-time and Full Time Jobs Really Segmented?
RENE LEVY (Switzerland): Functional and Sexual Labour Market Segmentation in Switzerland
REIN VOORMANN (Estonia): Job Segregation by Gender of Young Adults in the Baltic Countries
TRACEY WARREN (UK) Dual-earner Sole-breadwinner or Employment-poor Households in Britain and Denmark
ALDO SCARNERA and FABRIZIO CARMIGNANI (Italy/Spain): The Crisis of the Occupations and Female Participation in the Labour Market

Friday 29th August 10:45 - 12:15
Session 4: Labour Market Dynamics

Chair: JACKY BRINE (UK)
DUNCAN GALLIE and SUSANNE ALM (UK): Unemployment, Gender and Attitudes to Work
JUKO NAATTI and ULLA KINNUNEN (Finland): Job Insecurity and Welfare: a panel study of four organisations
HELEN RUSSEL (UK): Seeking Work: gender differences in job search behaviour and outcomes among the unemployed
ANNA KOVALAINEN (Finland): Welfare State Restructuring and Recent Changes in Women’s Employment in the Public Sector in Finland
C. FAGAN and J. O’REILLY (UK/Germany): Conceptualising Part-time Work

Friday August 29th 4:00 - 5:30
Session 5: Gender Policies, Labour Market and the Welfare State
A Roundtable Discussion

Chairs: THOMAS P. BOJE (Sweden) and EVA CYBA (Austria)
TRAUTE MEYER (Germany): After the Keynesian Welfare State - the Decline of the German Breadwinner Model?
LAURA MORALES (Spin): Privatization and Welfare State Regimes: an approach to the effects on gender relations
EVA SUNDSTROM (Sweden): The Welfare State and Generational Changes - a cross national comparison
BETTINA SCHMITT (Germany): Transnational European Activities and Their Impact on Women’s Professional Carers
Thursday 28th August 10:45 - 12:15
Session 2: Sociology of Social Policy and Welfare
JOAKIM PALME (Sweden): Early retirement, early exit and income inequality in a comparative perspective

SOCIAL STRATEGIES IN RISK SOCIETY (SOSTRIS)
Room 3.322
Convenor: PRUE CHAMBERLAYNE (UK)

Friday 29th August: 10.45-12.15 & 4.00 - 5.30
Sessions 4 & 5:
PRUE CHAMBERLAYNE (UK): Biographical Strategies in ‘Risk Societies’
MARTIN PETERSON (Sweden): Risk in Comparative Context
MIKE RUSTIN (UK): Biographical-Interpretative Methods in Comparative Work
LAURA TORRABADELLA (Spain): Reviewing the Nuclear Family and Gender Relationships in Southern Europe
MEAL ARRANGEMENTS

YOU MUST HAVE MEAL TICKETS FOR ANY CONFERENCE MEAL. THESE ARE AVAILABLE FROM THE UNIVERSITY CONFERENCE OFFICE IN SQUARE IV.

BREAKFASTS are served between 7.30 am. and 9.00 am. in the Hexagon Restaurant. (Those staying in the Conference Centre, Wivenhoe House, will have breakfast there).

MORNING COFFEE is served in the Lecture Theatre Block Foyer and the Top Bar from 10.15 - 10.45 am. on Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and Saturday. Coffee is also available for purchase in the Blues Cafe Bar and Square 3 Cafe.

LUNCH is served between 12.15 and 2.00 pm. in the Hexagon Restaurant.

AFTERNOON TEA is served in the LTB Foyer and the Top Bar on Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and Saturday between 3.30 and 4.00 pm.

DINNER is served in the Hexagon Restaurant on Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday and Saturday between 6.45 and 8.15 pm. The Conference Dinner will be at 8.00 pm. in the Hexagon Restaurant on Thursday night.

The Blues Cafe Bar and the Square 3 Cafe are open for the purchase of coffee all day.

The Top Bar sells drinks between 12.00 and 2.30 pm., and from 5.30 - 11.00 pm., with an Extension until midnight on Wednesday, Thursday and Friday.

You must show your MEAL TICKETS for the meals that you have booked for. If you have not booked for any meals, you should purchase morning coffee and afternoon tea from either the Blues Cafe Bar or the Square 3 Cafe.

PUBLISHERS’ EXHIBITION

This will be held in the LTB Foyer from Wednesday to Friday. There will be a Publishers’ Reception on Wednesday at 6.00 pm. in the LTB Foyer.
The University of Essex  
Conference Reception in Square 4  
open from 8 am - 10.00 pm  
Conference Reception staff will be glad to help you  
Internal telephone ext. 2846  
ESA Conference Office 9am - 4.30pm - LTB.B

Messages for participants - (01206) 872846

Emergency numbers -  
Extension 2222/ 3148  
Square 3 Information Office - all the Patrol Officers are trained first aiders.

The University Health Centre: 9 am - 5 pm  
adjacent to Rayleigh Tower, north side of campus  
A qualified Doctor usually attends once a day on weekdays  
Telephone internal extension 3699  
For emergency medical treatment - 3148 (Information Desk)  
or out of hours ring Colchester 728585

Pharmacy -  
Tesco, the superstore - close to the University  
Boots, in central Colchester  
Vine Parade, Wivenhoe

Airline telephone numbers - University Conference Reception  
Phone Cards - University Conference Reception (also Post Office in Square 4)  
Use of telephone - University Conference Reception  
Train information - University Conference Reception (cheap rate information available)

Post Office (Square 4)  
open 9 am until 5.00 pm  
(not open Saturday)

Campus Shop (Square 4)  
open 8.30 am until 5.30 pm  
(Saturday 9.00 am until 3.00 pm)

Barclays Bank (Square 4)  
open 9.30 am until 4.30 pm  
Cash Point Machines available 24 hours

Lloyds Bank (Square 3)  
open 9.30 am until 3.30 pm  
Cash Point Machine available 22 hours
Weber

Cold War
- clan: division of labor
- nominalist direction

- class/status/stage of life
- (party) authority = 3 aspects of stratification
- power

Social class/social estate
5 class situations (determinants of life chances)
clustered together into strata (classes)

What is a class society?
= more class is the major determinant
5 questions:
- are there class situations, and are they the most important
determinants of life chances?
- are there broad economic categories of life chances that
can be grouped together? ("nominal")
- are they clustered together in demographic terms (mobility...

empirical? "real" classes)
- are members characterized by clan awareness?

(common characteristics)
- do conscious social clans form the basis of social
movements? (collective movements)

1-3: the answer is positive.
4/5: different - here is the central theme for the "death of clan" argument.
Statistics are becoming more important
(researching of the relation between clan and status)
- decreasing identity based on work
- growing influence of consumer/lifestyle identities
- gender and ethnic identities
- personal and sexual identities

A clan in material terms is not dead —
but the effects on awareness and movements are.

Statifications and power
Working class — communities, industrial cores

Lockwood:
Mobility and Status (Oxford U.P.)
Classification of occupations into clan in official statistics

- a.m. - 6 a.m.
Unemployment

47% of the population has had some experience of unemployment.

EU unemployment by gender (and age)

Social tolerance in the face of unemployment.

Precarious employment / underemployment (people who declare that they would like to work more)

→ exclusion?
→ segmentation?
→ new inequalities?